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The States Can Stop Obama - By Sheriff Fake Gold Bars at Fort Knox; US
Richard Mack (Ret.)
Government Responsible - Jeff Maehr
By now we have all heard the clichés and seen the posters from the "Tea
Parties" espousing freedom, less government, and perhaps most of all, how
the federal government had better back off trying to shove their national
healthcare down our otherwise healthy throats. The truth of the matter is
all the slogans of "Don't Tread On Me" or "Give Me Liberty Or Give Me
Death" or "We're Mad As Hell And We're Not Taking It Anymore," don't
mean a thing when compared to reality; the real and actual answer to all
the protests, marches, and outrage. The answer is in our own backyards!
The States can stop every bit of it! That's right, the individual

States can stop "Obamacare" and all other forms of out-ofcontrol federal government mandates and "big brother" tactics.
If Arizona, Hawaii, New Hamshire, Texas, etc. want nothing to
do with National Healthcare as proposed by Barack Obama or
Congress, then all they have to do is say "No!"
For you skeptics who think the States could no more do this than fly to
the moon, let's look at the law. First, the U.S. Constitution is the ultimate
and supreme law of the land. More specifically, the Bill of Rights was
established, because some of our Founding Fathers, feared that the
Constitution did not go far enough in restricting or limiting the central
government. Hamilton was one of a select few who wanted a bigger and
powerful federal government. However, several key states and powerful
delegates such as Patrick Henry, said they would not support the
formation of a new government if the Constitution did not contain a Bill
of Rights, a supreme law to establish basic and fundamental human rights
that could never, for all future American generations, be violated, altered
or encroached upon by government. So the Framers of our Constitution
came up with ten; ten God-given freedoms that would forever be held
inviolable by our own governments.
The last of these basic, foundational, principles was the one to protect
the power, sovereignty, and the autonomy of the States; the Tenth
Amendment. This amendment and law underscores the entire purpose of
the Constitution to limit government and forbids the federal government
from becoming more powerful than the "creator." Let's be very clear here;
the States in this case were the creator. They formed the federal
government, not the other way around. Does anyone believe rationally that
the States intended to form a new central government to control and
command the States at will? Nothing could be further from the truth.
See States Rights, Page 3

It’s one thing to counterfeit twenty or hundred dollar bills. The amount
of financial damage is usually limited to a specific region and only affects
maybe dozens of people and thousands of dollars.
But what about gold? This is the most sacred of all commodities
because it is thought to be the most trusted, reliable and valuable means of
saving wealth.
A recent discovery — in October of 2009 — has been suppressed by the
main stream media but has been circulating among the “big money”
brokers and financial kingpins and is just now being revealed to the public.
It involves the gold in Fort Knox — the US Treasury gold — that is the
equity of our national wealth. In short, millions of gold bars are fake!
In October of 2009 the Chinese received a shipment of gold bars.
When the shipment was received, the Chinese government asked that
special tests be performed to guarantee the purity and weight of the gold
bars. In this test, four small holed are drilled into the gold bars and the
metal is then analyzed.
Officials were shocked to learn that the bars were fake. They contained
cores of tungsten with only a outer coating of real gold. What’s more, these
gold bars, containing serial numbers for tracking, originated in the US and
had been stored in Fort Knox for years. There were reportedly between
5,600 to 5,700 bars, weighing 400 oz. each, in the shipment!
Who did this? Apparently our own government.
At first many gold experts assumed the fake gold originated in China,
the world’s best knock-off producers. The Chinese were quick to
investigate and issued a statement that implicated the US in the scheme.
What the Chinese uncovered: Roughly 15 years ago — during the
Clinton Administration [think Robert Rubin, Sir Alan Greenspan and
Lawrence Summers] — between 1.3 and 1.5 million 400 oz tungsten
blanks were allegedly manufactured by a very high-end, sophisticated
refiner in the USA [more than 16 Thousand metric tonnes]. Subsequently,
640,000 of these tungsten blanks received their gold plating and WERE
shipped to Ft. Knox and remain there to this day.
According to the Chinese investigation, the balance of this 1.3 million
to 1.5 million 400 oz tungsten cache was also gold plated and then
allegedly “sold” into the international market. Apparently, the global
market is literally “stuffed full of 400 oz salted bars.” Perhaps as much as
600-billion dollars worth.
This may explain a 2004 story that made no sense at the time: “NM
Rothschild & Sons Ltd., the London-based unit of investment bank
Rothschild [ROT.UL], will withdraw from trading commodities,
including gold, in London as it reviews its operations, it said
on Wednesday.
“Why is Rothschild leaving the gold business at this time
my colleagues and I conjectured today? Just a guess on my
part, but [I] suspect something is amiss. They know a big
scandal is coming and they don’t want to be a part of it…
[The] Rothschild wants out before the proverbial “S” hits the
fan.” — BILL MURPHY, LEMETROPOLE, 4-18-2004.
Full Story: http://www.viewzone.com/fakegold.html
Editor’s Note:
I wonder why the lamestream media isn’t reporting on
this monumental financial disaster brought on by the US
Government/Federal Reserve/Elite? You see, this is just one
more step in the destruction of not only the U.S. dollar, but
this country. THINK ABOUT IT!!!
Factions of the the U.S. Government are defrauding the
entire world with fake gold. Talk about creating enemies...
See Fake Gold, Page 3

EDITORIAL: IS “LAW ENFORCEMENT & MILITARY” BECOMING

Being in the newspaper business, and doing
the mounds of research required for providing
information over the last 10+ months, I’ve been
hearing more and more of the same
sentiments... that “Law Enforcement” has
become just the opposite, and is violating laws
across the board, and preventing justice and
Jeff Maehr
equity from being realized by multiple millions
Publisher & Editor
of Americans across the country.
Who is “Law Enforcement?” It starts with the military, and moves
through State and local Police and Sheriff Departments, County
Commissioners, and basically anyone who exercises any “authority” via
their positions in government.
Let’s start with the military. WHERE ARE THEY? We have a
federal government that is completely... TOTALLY out of control, and
violating the Constitution and laws of the land regularly, yet those who
swore an oath to defend our Constitution are nowhere to be seen. I’m not
referring to retired and faithful citizens, I’m referring to the active military
who should be mobilizing their troops against this rogue government, and
arresting most every member of Congress who has clearly committed
treason against America.
I’m referring to the role the military should be fulfilling in protecting
this country from the enemy within our own borders. Has the military
sold us out as well? Are they joining forces with the corruption and evil
overtaking this country? Why haven’t they acted to stop the destruction
of our wealth, our laws, our Constitutional Republic? Instead, they are the
tool of Government running roughshod over other nations under the
guise of protecting national interests. Those so called “national interests”
should read... “U.S. corporate government interests.”
What about State and local governments, courts, judges and growing
paramilitary Sheriff and Police departments? They are part of this “axis of
evil.” Million of people across this country, in emails, in writings, blogs,
conference calls, and websites, are expressing a growing resentment against
these corrupt people... and I fear, unless something drastic happens to turn
this tide, that these oppressors of the People are going to become targets
when some small event touches off the wildfire that will be the last straw
for Americans.
When a People are oppressed, there will be a revolution. History shows
this over and over, and it is NEVER without bloodshed. The Tea Parties,
the 912ers, the constitutionalists, those fighting within the law, are being
resisted by those who are violating the laws, violating Due Process and
Civil Rights, making up their own federal corporation games and forcing
the vast majority to comply with their perverted positions.
The courts are daily violating the laws, and a good majority of the

Attention Citizens of America:
For those who take our times and our situation seriously, we call
upon everyone to reach out to like-minded people in your area and
begin NOW to prepare for the worst, and work to make it the best.
We NEED each other... we NEED a network... we need to know
each other and join forces. If you want to make such contact and
don’t have anyone in your area, please contact the Free Press and
we will help coordinate contacts in your area so you can build the
support structures you know you will need. Take this VERY
seriously because something IS in the wind.

THE ENEMY OF AMERICA?
Sheriff and Police department personnel are doing the same. They cover
each other, protect each other, lie for each other, and ignore genuine
requests for justice. They routinely suppress facts and truth, they target
those who stand for truth... so what does a population do when justice is
dead, and lawlessness reigns?
Look at the French Revolution. Look at the American Revolution.
Look at any other oppressed people who were left with no recourse but to
do the only thing possible to stop the oppression... eliminate the
oppressors. Am I talking about insurrection? Of course not. Am I talking
about becoming lawless like them? NO! I’m talking about upholding the
very laws we have all agreed to... stopping evil, stopping oppression and
injustice... taking the stand any civilized, just, moral and freedom-loving
people should do... APPLY THE LAW.
THAT is what is fomenting under the surface. THAT is what is about
to erupt onto the American landscape. THAT is what the oppressors
should fear because they are all marked by their actions. The evidence is
in every court record, every Sheriff and Police department, every County
and State government office. The evidence is in archived media video,
newspapers, even Congressional testimony.
People are pissed, plain and simple, and the continued abuses only serve
to add to the anger. The sad thing is that it is extremely unlikely these
oppressors will change of their own accord. If the law cannot be used
lawfully against them because they sidestep the law, if they control the
courts, and they manipulate the facts and evidence, tamper with the Jury,
lie, steal, cheat, kill... all for their agenda... then nothing short of the end
of the world will change it until the people change it themselves... and
THAT is what I see, hear and read is about to happen if peaceful, lawful,
just and right means are thwarted continually.
Want specifics? The DA of LaPlata and Archuleta Counties, Todd
Risberg, first ignored a request for a Grand Jury to investigate evidence of
major criminal activities being presented to the Free Press, but passed the
buck to the CBI in the second request (sent certified mail) . WHY? It is
his legal duty yet he ignores it, and state statutes clearly tell him that the
CBI must be requested by he or law enforcement to become involved.
Courts routinely disregard Due Process, disregard evidence, and violate
law. Sheriff Departments fabricate reports, alter evidence, ignore
complaints, oppress citizens. Evidence is mounting. A recent headline...
“The total number of law enforcement officers shot and killed this year is
up 19 percent over last year, according to the Christian Science Monitor.
More officers have died in ambush incidents this year than in any other
since 2000.” These shootings are rarely reported.
At a property tax hearing in Archuleta county the first week of
November a hearing officer, Steve Johnson from Durango, when
confronted with statutory laws, and evidence of criminal violation of the
same by the County Assessor, tried to make up his own rules, and when
confronted on whether he was adding to the statutes, he stated... “Yes I
am.” This is a perfect example of their lawlessness, and their continuing
corruption. What do we do?
What do they deserve? What does the law say? What does common
morality say? What does justice say? There's a quote that says; “Because
the sentence against an evil work is not executed speedily, therefore the
See Editorial, Page 5
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The History of Southwest Free Press

The Southwest Free Press was started by Jeff Maehr and Jeff Kelley as a continuation of the original Pagosa Free Press . It is
published in Beautiful Pagosa Springs, Colorado. The FP grows with each issue, and we will carry the torch and bring topics that
matter to County citizens and citizens across the Southwest and Country, in all aspects of life, whether they yet realize it or not.
Without the truth, we have no hope of a future worth living. We hope our countrymen and women feel the same way and will join
together into a strong, free People!
THE FUTURE?
That remains to be seen, and depends on all of us working together to bring change we “really” can believe in and support!

Legal Disclaimer
There is no legal advice within the pages of this paper. We do not offer legal advice on any topics within the Southwest Free
Press. Any legal discussion is for information only and it is up to each of us to research the topics before making any decisions
or acting on information within these pages. Any questions on legal issues should be discussed with an attorney or competent
legal counsel, or researched on your own.
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From States Rights, Page 1

Article 1, Section 8 of the Constitution details what duties the
federal government will be responsible for under our new
system of "balanced power." Anything not mentioned in
Article 1, Sec. 8, is "reserved to the States respectively, or to the
people." (Tenth Amendment) Hence, the federal government was not
allowed creativity or carte blanche to expand or assume power wherever
and whenever they felt like it. The feds had only discrete and enumerated
and very limited powers. Omnipotency was the last thing the Founding
Fathers intended to award the newly formed federal government. They
had just fought the Revolutionary War to stop such from Britain and their
main concern was to prevent a recurrence here in America.
In perhaps the most recent and powerful Tenth Amendment decision
in modern history, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in Mack/Printz v U.S.
that "States are not subject to federal direction." But today's federal Tories
argue that the "supremacy clause" of the U.S. Constitution says that the
federal government is supreme and thus, trumps the States in all matters.
Wrong!
The supremacy clause is dealt with in Mack/Printz, in which the
Supreme Court stated once and for all that the only thing "supreme" is the
constitution itself. Our constitutional system of checks and balances
certainly did not make the federal government king over the states,
counties, and cities. Justice Scalia opined for the majority in Mack/Printz,
that "Our citizens would have two political capacities, one state and one
federal, each protected from incursion by the other."
So yes, it is the duty of the State to stop the Obamacare "incursion." To
emphasize this principle Scalia quotes James Madison, "The local or
municipal authorities form distinct and independent portions of the
Supremacy, no more subject within their respective spheres, to the general
authority than the general authority is subject to them, within its own
sphere."
The point to remember here is; where do we define the "sphere" of the
federal government? That's right; in Article 1, Section 8 of the
Constitution and anything not found within this section belongs to the
States or to the People. So where does health care belong? The last place
it belongs is with the President or Congress. It is NOT their responsibility,
and the States need to make sure that Obama does not overstep his
authority.
Just in case there is any doubt as to what the Supreme Court meant,
let's take one more look at Mack/Printz. "This separation of the two
spheres is one of the Constitution's structural protections of liberty.
Hence, a double security arises to the rights of the people. The different
governments will control each other..." What? The Constitution, the
supreme law of the land, has as a "structural protection of liberty" that
States will keep the federal government in check? No wonder it was called
a system of "checks and balances." The States (and Counties) are to
maintain the balance of power by keeping the feds within their proper
sphere.
So do the States have to take the bullying of the federal government?
Not hardly! The States do not have to take or support or pay for
Obamacare or anything else from Washington DC. The States are not
subject to federal direction. They are sovereign and "The Constitution
protects us from our own best intentions." (Mack/Printz) Which means
the States can tell national healthcare proposals or laws to take a flying
leap off the Washington monument. We are not subject to federal
direction!
In the final order pursuant to the Mack/Printz ruling Scalia warned,
"The federal government may neither, issue directives requiring the States
to address particular problems, nor command the States' officers, or those
of their political subdivisions, to administer or enforce a federal regulatory
program.Such commands are fundamentally incompatible with our
constitutional system of dual sovereignty." It is rather obvious that
nationalized healthcare definitely qualifies as a "federal regulatory
program."
Thus, the marching on Washington and pleas and protests to our DC
politicians are misdirected. Such actions are "pie in the sky" dreaming that
somehow expects the tyrants who created the tyranny, will miraculously
put a stop to it. Throughout the history of the world such has never been
the case.
Tyrants have never stopped their own corrupt ways. However, in our
system of "dual sovereignty," the States can do it. If we are to take back
America and keep this process peaceful, then state and local officials will
have to step up to the plate. Doing so is what States' Rights and State
Sovereignty are all about..
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Fake Gold, from Page 1
but you see... the world will hold every American citizen responsible for
allowing this rogue bunch of sick, demented, greedy, pathetic traitors to
continue in office when we could stop them, and should... and have the
authority to do so...
So, what are we doing continuing to sleep, and allowing this mob to run
their little games and force us to take part in it? Financial authorities are
reporting that we have, at most, two years before the U.S. dollar is
worthless, and we are tied into a new world order, one world government
currency. You can “bank” on that fact, so begin NOW to make plans to
deal with it if we sit back and allow this idiocy to continue.
These guys deserve to be arrested, tried, and sentenced accordingly, and
we MUST DO IT NOW. Every minute we wait, is one minute closer to
having NO power at all as citizens, and you can bet that when we are
broke, and have no financial power to resist them, they will come for our
guns. THAT is where the true test of every citizen will present itself.
Living in “lala land” won’t save you or your family or your friends. Only
action against the enemy will do this. Are we listening yet, and will
enough people do something??

Home Grown Fresh Greens in Winter Months
By Alex Pullen
One overcast afternoon in Durango this last October my roommate
and I were organizing a pile of scrap wood and old aluminum framed
windows. The orange and yellow aspens around us were whispering of the
looming winter and the gray woolen sky was threatening of snow, and we
were getting ready to grow some food in our garden. Sound strange?
While most people in town are covering their gardens and prepping them
for next spring, we are laying down fresh compost and sowing seeds in
hopes of having fresh greens throughout the winter.
I became inspired to try and extend the growing season for my own
garden after taking a tour of the 4-season demonstration greenhouse the
Fort Lewis College Environmental Center is currently experimenting
with. The dome shaped green house is equip with insulation around the
base to keep frost from creeping in through the ground, a 900 gallon tank
of water to absorb heat during the day and re-radiate it throughout the
night as well as solar powered fans that blow warm air underneath the
raised beds.
Having virtually no budget to work with and no hopes of putting an
elaborate green house together, I did what college students do best and
started doing research and scavenging for materials. If we chose hardy
winter crops we would only have to keep the temperature inside our
structure just above 32 degrees. I decided to build a “cold frame” which is
essentially a green house that is about 18”-24” tall with a glass roof and
wooden sides.
I went with this idea because of how adaptable it is and I could get
most of the materials for free. After acquiring two aluminum framed
windows that a classmate had lying in his shed and six, 8 foot long 2x8’s
which were remnants from the neighbors deck they had torn down. My
roommate and I then built a 7 foot by three foot box that stood about 16
inches tall and the windows fit perfectly on top of. This design allowed us
See Greens, Page 12

We must limit politicians to two terms;
One in office and one in jail!
Southwest Free Press
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U.S. Corporate Takeover... of the
united States of America? - Jeff Maehr
When I say the words, “United States,” what do you first think of? A
nation called America? A group of 50 States called by one name and
making up one nation? What if I told you that the “United States” is
NOT the same creature as “The united States of America?”
Understanding who and WHAT the “United States” actually is will go a
long way in explaining why we are in trouble and how we allowed this
“United States” to usurp power and authority from the States and the
People.
Keep in mind that, like most all legal issues in this government,
obfuscation, misdirection, distraction and outright fraud are commonplace
within our legal system. Let’s look at some legal definitions:
"The United States is a government, and, consequently, a body politic
and corporate... This great corporation was ordained and established by
the American people..." United States v. Maurice, 26 Fed.Cas. No. 15,
747, 2 Brock 96, Circuit Court, D. Virginia, 1823.
"The United States government is a foreign corporation with respect
to a state." N.Y. re: Merriam, 36 N.E. 505, 141 N.Y. 479, Affirmed 16
S.Ct. 1973, 41 L.Ed. 287
“Foreign government:: The government of the United States of
America, as distinguished from the government of the several states."
(Black's Law Dictionary, 5th Edition).
“Foreign Laws: The laws of a foreign country or sister state."
“Foreign States: Nations outside of the United States." Term may also
refer to another state; i.e. a sister state.” (Black's Law Dictionary, 6th
Edition)
The government of the "United States" is actually foreign to the
sovereign 50 states. It was meant to be a separate "thing," but not to
become a replacement "nation" for the 50 sovereign nation/states.
Preamble of Public Law, 15 United States Statutes at Large, chapter 249,
pps 223-224 (1868).
Title 28 USC Section 3002(5) Chapter 176. “It is clear that the United
States . . . is a corporation . . .” 534 FEDERAL SUPPLEMENT 724.
“It is well settled that "United States" et al. is a corporation, originally
incorporated February 21, 1871 under the name "District of Columbia,"
16 Stat. 419 Chapter 62.
Title 28 3002 page 15 subsection A says: "United States" means - (A)
a Federal corporation; (B) an agency, department, commission, board, or
other entity of the United States; or (C) an instrumentality of the United
States.”
"The laws of Congress in respect to those matters [outside of
Constitutionally delegated powers] do not extend into the territorial limits
of the states, but have force ONLY in the District of Columbia, and other
places that are within the exclusive jurisdiction of the national (read
“Corporate”) government." Caha V. US, 152 U.S. 211.
"Criminal jurisdiction of the federal courts is restricted to federal
reservations over which the Federal Government has exclusive
jurisdiction, as well as to forts, magazines, arsenal, dockyards or other
needful buildings." United States Code, Title 18 45 1, Par. 3d.
Bouvier's Law Dictionary: “Territory: "A part of the country separated
from the rest and subject to a particular jurisdiction. A portion of the
country subject to and belonging to the United States which is not within
the boundary of any state or the District of Columbia. 262 U.S. 122; 3
Wheat 336, 390...The United States has supreme sovereignty over
territory, [i.e. DC, Puerto Rico, Guam, Virgins Islands, etc] and congress
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has full and complete legislative authority over its people and
government. (Not over the sovereign 50 states, or people) 136 U.S. 1... In
Relation to the United States: "...It is held as a well-established doctrine
that the territories of the United States are entirely subject to the
legislative authority of congress. They are not organized under the
constitution, nor subject to its complex distribution of powers of
government as the organic law, but are a creation exclusively of the
legislative department, and subject to its [Congress'] supervision and
control..." 96 Fed. Rep. 456, citing 16 How. 1 Kent, 243, 359, 1 Pet.
511164; 101 U.S. 129; 114 U.S. 15; 136 U.S. 1; 143 U.S. 135; 141 U.S. 174;
152 U.S. 1.
What this is stating, with dozens of other cases and legal definitions to
substantiate, the United States is a corporate structure which has authority
ONLY in its own borders... that of the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico,
Guam, American Samoa, etc., and NOT the 50 states, except where the
States have LEGALLY ceded certain land to the federal government..
I.E. The Corporate United States. The Corporate US has little more
authority over the states or you and me than Microsoft Corporation has.
Consider: To work for, or live within the Federal Government
jurisdiction... the corporate United States, IS A PRIVILEGE, and with
privileges, comes a cost. They can tax as they wish, make any laws they
wish, etc., because they are outside the union, the 50 states... they are a
separate entity.
Over the decades, this entity began creeping outside its borders, like an
invading enemy, sneaking its way into States, exercising a slow
stranglehold over the States and Counties and Peoples. This is HOW
“Federal authority” has usurped the legal and lawful powers of the States
and people. THIS is also how they try to implement IRS and any other
Federal Control, like gun control, health care, or any other Federal agency
control over all Americans... by entering into “agreements” with States,
(like receiving money... a privilege remember, with strings attached for this
privilege) and by We, the People, willingly but ignorantly handing over our
freedom and sovereignty TO this cancerous government.
Today, what do we see? We see this U.S. Corporate body taking over
other corporations... auto industry, banking industry, the health care
industry, attempting to control all water sources... hostile takeovers if
there ever was any. This single corporation is NOT our friend, and has in
its sights, total takeover of our freedoms and rights. Can’t we see this
already shaping up? Would we allow another corporation to create such a
“monopoly” over all we do? How many such monopolies did the U.S.
Corporation break up in the past, perhaps planning all this long ago?
Remember WHY the founding fathers created the Constitution in the
first place? To prevent exactly this from happening because they knew it
would without the “chains of the Constitution.”

What of the 50 united States?
"Each [state] declared itself sovereign and independent, according to
the limits of its territory... The soil and sovereignty within their
acknowledged limits were as much theirs at the Declaration of
Independence as at this very hour." Harcourt v. Gaillard, 25 U.S. (12
Wheat, 523, 526, 527).
"Prior to the adoption of the Federal Constitution, states possessed
unlimited and unrestricted sovereignty and retained the same afterward.
Upon entering the Union they retained all their original power and
sovereignty, except such as was surrendered to the Federal government or
they were expressly prohibited from exercising by the United States
Constitution." Blair v. Ridgely, 97 D. 218, 249. S.P. People v. Coleman, 60
D. 581. (Emphasis mine).
The original states in the union were viewed as separate “nations.” Just
like the European union, the members are all separate nations with their
own laws and borders. Our states were intended to always be separate, and
never forming ONE nation. It is a Union... UNITED but separate. Why
do you think we all have our own Governors, Representatives,
Legislatures, Judicial systems?
WE ARE SOVEREIGN
NATION/STATES, meant to be independent from the Federal
government even though we all agreed on a united “serving” government
as our Founding Fathers intended.
This federal corporate encroachment has been welcomed by States...
and was a means for States to also apply unconstitutional income taxes,
various licenses, and the host of controls over us that are clearly
unconstitutional in nature, and to get monies for pet projects and for
government growth... in other words, a means for Federal corporation to
gain more and more control over states and each state’s citizens. We all
blindly accepted it, but it must stop.
The largest grab of power by the Federal corporation was the 14th
Amendment. This amendment essentially created U.S. citizenship, as
compared to State Citizenship. Remember, the slaves brought to this
country had no state citizenship since they were not born in any state,
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See United States, Page 5
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Is W.H.O. Panicking?
Signs of Growing Instability and Uncertainty
For the global-based international corporate crime syndicate that has
just engineered an economic collapse in such a way as to enrich
themselves, planning and executing a major operation involving the
deliberate release of biological agents and pandemic material in order to
justify the implementation of military rule as well forced vaccinations with
a soft kill vaccine and quarantines is a formidable task.
But risking social upheaval and riots as people discover why they have
no jobs, no pension and yet have to pay huge interest on debts to the
banksters, etc., is even more dangerous for them.
No amount of high security around a hotel in which the corporate
crime syndicate meets in networks such as the Freemason-based
Bilderbergs will be enough protection when millions of people wake up to
the scale of the robbery that has just been committed on them under the
pretext of dealing with "credit crunch.”
The "subprime“ crisis, credit crunch and the gigantic mountains of debt
we have been burdened with and for which we will have to pay interest to
the banks for years are as artificial as the "swine flu“ pandemic.
The corporate media has lied to people about the financial crisis just as
they have lied about the 2swine flu" pandemic. The international
corporate crime syndicate knows that time is running out. Every day more
companies are going bankrupt as a result of the banksters withdrawing
credit; more people are loosing their jobs in Europe. Tax revenues are
plummeting.
Soon the bankster’s allies in governments will have an excuse to declare
the state bankrupt (most of the money has gone to the banks in bailouts
and interest payment).
However, at that point the banksters have to be sure to to be able to
leverage a control apparatus sufficient to crush the protests that will spring
up on the day when millions of people find themselves in dire poverty as
in the Great Depression of the 30s.
Even in Austria, students have launched protests against the crippling
lack of funding for the universities. When I spoke to a bar keeper about
those protests a couple of days ago, he said that it would not be long before
the whole of Austria is on the streets. "There is no more middle class,“ he
said. "It’s just the very rich or the very poor. “ A year ago, you would never
have heard that from a middle aged man in Austria.
Austria is on the verge of revolution. The dynamic is there. But it is not
just the Austrians who are fed up. The student protests have spread to
Germany. In France, there were so many riots last summer that the
government banned the TV from showing them.
Right now the crime syndicate are behind with their plan to impose
United States, From Page 4
therefore, the genius government decided to create
this amendment making the slaves citizens of the
corporate “United States,” but in doing so, they
swept every natural born American, from every
state, into this U.S. corporate Citizenship, creating
a dual citizenship for us all:
"It is quite clear, then, that there is a citizenship
of the United States and a citizenship of a State,
which are distinct from each other and which
depend upon different characteristics or
circumstances in the individual." [Slaughter House
Cases, 83 U.S. 36] (1873).
"One may be a citizen of a State and yet not a
citizen of the United States." Thomas v. State, 15
Ind. 449; Cory v. Carter, 48 Ind. 327 (17 Am. R.
738); McCarthy v. Froelke, 63 Ind. 507; In Re
Wehlitz, 16 Wis. 443. McDonel v. State, 90 Ind.
320, 323, 1883.
“Thus, from an abundance of case law,
buttressed by this lengthy and definitive
government treatise on this issue, the ‘jurisdiction
of the United States’ is carefully circumscribed and
defined as a very precise portion of America.”
( Jurisdiction Over Federal Areas Within The
States: Report of the Interdepartmental
Committee for the Study of Jurisdiction Over
Federal Areas Within the States, Part II. June
1957)
"The exclusive jurisdiction which the United
See United States, Page 11
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http://theflucase.com

forced vaccinations and quarantines on people under the pretext of a
pandemic and so they cannot get control of the growing social unrest.
News about how the same group that profits from the pandemic
financially and politically – namely the banksters, Baxter, Novartis and
their front agency WHO – has been implicated in triggering pandemics
has spread quickly on the internet.
News about the toxic and untested soft kill swine flu jab has spread
quickly, too. In spite of swine flu hysteria pumped up by newspaper such
as Bild in Germany, people are not taking the swine flu jab in the numbers
the international corporate crime syndicate hoped for.
The pandemic plague or something similar in the Ukraine has to be
introduced here quickly to get panic spreading and provide the
government with an opening to crack down on protestors, arrest
opponents and implement quarantines.
Planes have been spotted in Poland and Austria. A pandemic outbreak
in France. The people of Europe appear to be under a new phase of
sustained biological attack. In this day and age of instant communication,
we, however, know about planes spraying areas at night time and we will
also know about the emergence of a plague almost as fast as it happens.
We can follow the moves of the global crime syndicate in real time.
And the resistance is growing. Every day that passes they are losing a grip
on the decisive force that is required to impose their plan on us the people
- and they are panicking. Key to their success are the willingness of the
army and police to go along with the plan to implement vaccinations and
quarantines or to be removed from the chess game by forced vaccinations
and replaced by UN troops.
But now even the French Gendamerie has refused a compulsory jab.
In this situation, the global crime gang knows only one approach to
saving themselves: to keep on pushing through with their plan no matter
how many threats and instabilities are pulling it apart so that the sequence
and simultaneity are in disarray and success looks highly unlikely.
Their controlled media has to keep out pumping out the same old lies
about a swine flu pandemic and how great the vaccine is no matter how
implausible they are. But we, the people, will not be lied too.
We do not want the bankster's fascist New World Order. We don’t
want to be microchipped, controlled, tracked, kept under surveillance and
enslaved by criminals who dare not even show their face to us in public.
And we, the people, -- together with the truth -- will win out. Time is
short. The crisis is coming. But we, the people, will not back down in any
confrontation with the fascist oligarchs and their helpers.

Editorial, from Page 1
hearts of men are fully set to do evil.” How does a civilized society STOP the evil? How do we
“execute a sentence” against the evil from unlawful governments, where law means nothing to
them? Just Sunday, the Nov. 29th, headlines show: “Four US police officers shot dead in
Washington state.” The article goes on to say... “Investigators were baffled by the killings and the
absence of a motive.” Duh... “absence of motive?” Perhaps these officers WERE innocent... truly...
but they were associated with the same elements I’m speaking about.. What response would there
be if those shot were civilians... 4 dead. In this case over 200 law enforcement personnel showed
up to deal with this. How many would show up if 4 of us were shot my some nut? 200
paramilitary people ready to defend against YOUR rights? I don’t think so.
Or... they are trying to stem the tide of retribution against those who are violating American’s
rights. Who wants to see this kind of rampage? Who wants to be looking over their shoulders
wondering when someone was going to pick you out because you are in uniform, or you are are a
judge, or you are in government. THIS is exactly my point... people are sick of these things... and
this will be happening far more if these public servants do NOT take our side and defend Civil
Rights and Due Process. We feel sorely for the families of these people... but... there HAS to be
a rethinking of jobs, of choices, of what and who we work for... of Oath of Office...of serving the
public, or yourself.
This kind of anger has happened FAR more than the news media reports... because they don’t
want the public to realize a revolution is already started... a revolution against this type of violation
of freedom and rights... an arrogance of “leadership.” They don’t want you to realize that MOST
American’s feel the way YOU do about the lawlessness and corruption... The problem is that the
powers that be are forcing common citizens to become “criminals” in standing for their rights.
They are creating “temporary insanity” in millions of people... and that insanity WILL boil over
to remedy the situation these corrupt leaders have created.
If you are in leadership, in a public office of service, in the military... if you take an Oath to
uphold the Constitution, and people’s substantive rights... then YOU have taken a position, and if
YOU violate the law, the Constitution, the rules... and people’s rights, then YOU have made
yourself a target. Attention oppressors: You are being warned... you are on NOTICE. YOU are
bringing down justice, according to your own judgements, if you continue in lawlessness and
oppression. The people are speaking... ARE YOU LISTENING, and will you save yourselves
from this self-judgement? You will have NO excuse for what YOU bring on yourself!!!
Southwest Free Press
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LETTERS

TO THE

EDITOR

LETTER POLICY: Letters need to be typed so we can scan them in. We will try to edit letters for grammatical errors, but no guarantees. We will print your letter but need
your name and phone number on file to do so. Anonymous letters will be printed depending on content, but don’t be afraid to step up and voice your personal opinion. Email
letters to letters@southwestfreepress.com, or mail to P.O. Box 2923, Pagosa Springs, CO 81147

Dear Grim Reaper,
So far this year you have taken away my
favorite dancer Michael Jackson, my favorite
actor, Patrick Swayze, and my favorite singer,
Stephen Gately, and my favorite actress, Farah
Fawcett.
Just so you know, my favorite politician is
Barack Obama.
Regards, Anonymous

Inhospitable Host
Visiting Pagosa Springs for the first time we
ran into some very bad situations. We had
checked into a Holiday Inn Express here to
spend 2 weeks and prepaid. never do that again.
The ad we responded to said "pets welcome" but
when we arrived at the Holiday Inn Express we
were told the opposite. The manager did say if
we kept them quiet as not to disturb is only
other "tenant" we could stay. In order to make
this even more compatible we took our pets
everywhere we went.
On our second day, after returning from wolf
creek, we were informed that our dogs had been
barking and there were complaints. This was
impossible since the dogs were with us. The
"manager" then proceeded to call us "liars" and
"white trailer trash." We immediately made
arrangements to check out after being
threatened with the Police if we did not stop
trying to exercise our constitutional right of
questioning his "out of control" conversation
with us. He refused to give us our money back
and essentially kicked us our of the HOLIDAY
INN EXPRESS, keeping our money also.
But....every story has a bright side. We have
met the most wonderful, helpful, honest people
since relocating to a place where we can exercise
our freedom of expression and live in peace.
I know there are a few bad apples in every
barrel. Just don't eat from the barrel at holiday
Inn Express... no matter what race you are.
We happen to be American.
Charles W.
Pagosa Springs, CO

Reading the Health Care Bill, Bait n
Switch.
I am running 4 tabs on windows XP, one is
the
health
care
bill
at,
http://docs.house.gov/edlabor/AAHCABillText-071409.pdf, another two for various
newspaper articles, and one for my editorial.
Taxpayers are going to foot the bill on a new
agency as stated in below sections, but what will
then be the function of Health and Human
Services, but to add red tape and additional
costs.
Sec. 141. Health Choices Administration;
Health Choices Commissioner.
Sec. 142. Duties and authority of
Commissioner.
Sec. 143. Consultation and coordination.
Sec. 144. Health Insurance Ombudsman.
Then I move to the Washington Post and an
article that states a lobby for spiritual healing to
be paid by insurers. Prue Lewis, who operates a,
Page 6

"by phone " prayer service to those people that
medical science seems to be failing is working to
charge health insurers for this service, as
opposed to what any pastor or priest would do
for free. This section was removed by the house,
but wait, the senate apparently has the ability to
add it on again, so as I was taught that the house,
though a minority in congress, but the stronger
of the two sides of legislature, has found a way to
void that assumption, what point is there for the
house to vote on a bill if the bill can be changed
by the senate? This needs to be addressed as
well as the constitutional standard separating
church from state. If this is allowed into the bill,
then a door is opened to allow just that. I have
nothing against religion, but it is the
responsibility of the church to do Gods work,
and do so without payment, then it is the
community that decides how much to donate to
keep Gods work alive due to our monetary
society function, government should not force a
charitable issue, that becomes the charity of the
individual.
In the first few pages of the health care bill,
I find a few contradictions and redundant acts
that defy reason.
Sec. 123. Health Benefits Advisory
Committee. is redundant if you look at the above
designated agencies.
Sec. 111. Prohibiting pre-existing condition
exclusions.
Sec. 112. Guaranteed issue and renewal for
insured plans.
Sec. 113. Insurance rating rules.
Sec. 114. Nondiscrimination in benefits;
parity in mental health and substance
abuse disorder benefits.
Sec. 115. Ensuring adequacy of provider
networks.
Sec. 116. Ensuring value and lower
premiums.
The manpower alone to regulate the above
sections will dwarf other currently designated
agencies unless government intends to close
them in lieu of forming these new agencies or
end up increasing the burden on taxpayers.
The word limit on editorials prevents me
from going into detail, but we already have laws
that prevent refusal of care by hospitals and
clinics, we already have government agencies
that review and address doctor and medical
complaints, anything more will most certainly
see a reduction in medical college attendance,
etc.
In general, my opinion of the health care
bill, baits America into passing the bill and
switches
our choice of lower insurance
premiums to paying higher taxes to get, what
amounts to, a reduction of quality health care at
a higher cost all around. We will pay more, if not
in insurance, surely in taxes and co-payments,
bankruptcy will go from financial institutions to
the insurance and medical industries because
there are too many restrictions and force the
inability of quality, if not preventive health care.
It is a bad deal all around.

a family reunion. Although I had never met
most of these people, the sensation that I did
know these people was present always. The
overall encounter seemed all too familiar. It had
a deja vu quality, a back-to-back parade of
memories. Did I dream this? I spent the entire
time challenging my memory, wondering when
and where in my life had I had a similar
experience.
The only comparable experience occurred in
Estes Park, Colorado, in or about the fall of
1992. Sammy Weaver, 14, had been fatally shot
in the back at his home near Ruby Ridge, Idaho,
while running away from a couple of trespassers.
His mother, Sara, was murdered standing at her
front door.
She was holding her baby in her arms,
holding the door to let her husband Randy into
the house to escape flying bullets.
http://www.thefreelibrary.com/Ambush+at+Ru
by+Ridge.-a014536871 Randy and his
daughters were later awarded monetary damages
by a jury who found the BATF liable for their
abuse.
Long before the trial, just shortly after the
Idaho dust had settled, a conference was called
in Colorado. One hundred and fifty-three men
attended. The concern we addressed: What are a
free people to do? Like the recent Continental
Congress, we, too, broke up into committees,
with debate, conversation and reports. At the
end of the conference we adopted a written
resolution and took an oath, pledging our lives,
fortune, and sacred honor to support and defend
it.
What did the resolution say? I wish I had a
copy I could quote. I suppose one day it will
surface. I hope so for posterity's sake. Essentially
it said, "We, being filed with righteous
indignation, condemn the attack of an American
family at Ruby Ridge Idaho, and that should the
government again attack an American family, we
will insert ourselves, unarmed, between the
assailant and the American family, risking our
own lives to call America's attention to the
matter and cause a peaceful outcome to the
circumstance."
Shortly after the Estes Park Conference came
the assault on the Branch Davidian Church near
Waco. Knowing there would be hundreds, if not
thousands of men ready to perform the
"insertion resolution," I grabbed a friend and
traveled south. How disappointed I was to find
that the insertion was postponed for lack of
either courage, or interest.
Five of us showed up at the designated
staging area, a Taco Bell parking lot a few miles
from the scene. I later learned that others not
involved with the Estes Park event also had
arrived, prepared to take a stand. Due to a lack of
communication, we did not meet the others
until a few days later, and this only because we
began an ongoing conversation with a local talk
show radio personality. Gary Hunt from Florida
assumed the leadership of the effort. History
records that we were unsuccessful in our efforts.
We abandoned the idea of an insertion after a
John W Hargis Sr
couple of days when less than ten men honored
Del Norte Co
their Estes Park pledge. But this missive is not
about Waco. It is about St Charles ... to which I
Continental Congress 09 Experience now return.
From the experience related above, I suppose
My experience at the Continental Congress my sense of deja vu had a possible origin. But it
See Letters, Page 14
felt like being reunited with long lost relatives at
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News Briefs
(See Resource page, P. 22 for expanded information on many of these and other stories)
H1N1 a 'dud' pandemic, Ont. health themselves to be a liberal leaning group that future and warning us of what lies ahead. They
endorsed expensive Obamacare, without the are the vanguards, the scouts and the earlyofficial says. CBC.ca
warning alarm to the many who have forgotten
consent of their members.
that freedom comes at a price. These vanguards
AMAC
(pronounced
AMack)
is
one
of
the
The huge investments governments made in
swine flu pandemic planning might not have leading groups fighting against President cannot hold onto freedom all by themselves.
been justified, an Ontario health official said Obama’s health care initiative. AMAC has They must be able to wake the masses from the
organized “Tea Parties” and participated in deep sleep of apathy. They are the signalmen of
Thursday.
"It's really not causing — and is not going to rallies against expanding government and raising the "one-if-by-land", or "two-if-by-sea" in the
old North Church. They are the activist that
cause and nowhere has caused — significant taxes.
AMAC is pro-life, pro Second Amendment, attends government meetings and holds
levels of illness or death," said Dr. Richard
Schabas, Ontario's former chief medical officer and thinks government has grown too large and politicians accountable for their actions, or inpowerful. AMAC feels our elected officials are actions. They are the individuals who watch and
of health.
"But governments moved ahead regardless. ignoring the will of the people. The proof of this listen and then act and get others to act, to "step
They ramped up their response, spent a huge can be seen in the way Congressmen and on" the politicians who would exceed their
amount of money on vaccines and other things. Senators have been treating their constituents at constitutional authority, or unlawfully expand
their power over the people.
I'm not sure the $1.5 billion includes the cost of the various town hall meetings.
It is the solemn duty of each generation to
We
need
more
members
so
we
can
have
more
new ventilators, the cost of Tamiflu stockpiles …
the huge investment that's been put into clout with office holders. We need to counter the preserve, protect and defend their children's
planning for what has ultimately turned out to influence of AARP when they say they are freedom. Our children's future rests in our
speaking on behalf of Americans aged 50 and hands. How can we let them down and still
be, from a pandemic perspective, a dud."
look in the mirror with pride? How can we say
Schabas is now the chief medical officer of over.
that we have left the legacy of freedom for all
AMAC
will
lead
this
fight
knowing
we
can
health for Hastings and Prince Edward counties
win, if you and other patriot Americans stand those who follow us?
in eastern Ontario.
Let us together, "Light the Fire of Freedom"
behind us.
Please go to www.amac.us and sign on as a and keep it burning in the hearts and minds of
NASA's Moon Crash Reveals 'Lots of
member. For $12.50/year, you will know we are all men and women forever. Let not the
Water'
working on your behalf to stop socialism in difficulty of the task detour us. America is a
great, exceptional and a unique country. She, her
America.
NASA has announced that it found a
people and her freedom are worth saving and
"significant amount" of water on the moon as a
“It is not in the stars to hold our worth our sacrifice.
result of the LCROSS impact last month.
If America is to survive as a free, prosperous
Anthony Colaprete, a scientist on the project, destiny, but in ourselves." Shakespeare
and sovereign land and as a beacon of hope to
estimated there were about 100 litres of water in
A nation of responsible, self-reliant and the rest of the world, it will be up to the millions
the crater where the LCROSS spacecraft hit the
proud individuals cannot be vanquished. A of Americans who cherish freedom to use
moon on Oct. 9.
whatever means are required to defend and
Colaprete presented some of NASA's data nation of sheep will be easily herded into the protect her. We can only hope that soon, the
from the spacecraft's instruments, including invisible fences of mounting laws, rules, people will wake from their slumber, and see and
spectrometer readings that strongly suggest the regulations, restrictions and ordinances and act on the vanguard's signals, before it is too late.
attached to chains mounted on the walls,
presence of water.
The fate of individual freedom could very well
"Indeed, yes, we found water," Colaprete said through the mechanism of taxes. As each attack hang in the balance. There is mounting
at a news conference Friday. "There's not just on individual freedom is tolerated by the masses, evidence that a grand awakening is already
tyrants are emboldened to increase their
water, but lots of water."
under way.
The LCROSS satellite observed the impact, injustices and diminish the freedoms of those
We'd like to pay tribute to our contemporary
as did the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter, the they govern.
vanguards
of freedom, those on the airways and
Today's Americans were handed freedom on
Hubble Space Telescope, three other Earththose in print. Although way too many to
orbiting satellites, and telescopes in the western a platter, but at great cost. That freedom came mention here, there a few notable voices. On
with instructions and constant warnings that it
U.S. and Hawaii.
was fragile and could be easily lost, but only radio and TV are Rush Limbaugh, Laura
regained at an ever-increasing price. It further Ingram, Glenn Beck, Bill O'Reilly, Sean
Editor’s Note:
came with a caveat that individual freedom must Hannity, etc. etc. etc. In print are George Will,
Charles Krauthammer and Thomas Sowell to
Question:
With such technology in be accompanied by individual responsibility, self name just a few. But there are thousands more
observation, especially with telescopes such as reliance and the ever-present awareness that of unsung heroes that are keeping watch, while
Hubble, and others, why haven’t we been given a there will always be those who will attempt to the rest of us go about our daily lives. But for the
glimpse of the leftovers from the “Moon wrest freedom from our grasp and that freedom vanguards, freedom would be fleeting indeed.
Landings?” How about a few pictures of the must be jealously guarded every year, every day,
every hour, every minute and every second of
rover, etc., if they’re there? Just a thought...
NOTE: The gist of this article is also
life, lest those who seek absolute power will take
contained
in our new YouTube video. To view
AMAC vs. AARP - David vs. Goliath your freedom from you.
video,
go
to
youtube
at:
But yee of little faith, do not despair, for the the
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WsE2-Uy-Vanguards of Freedom walk the halls of power
There are two organizations representing
in stealth, with eyes, ears and nose trained for the Qw
citizens 50 plus. AMAC, the Association of
slightest hint of corruption, or the foul odor of
Mature American Citizens has 10’s of thousands
Ron Ewart, President
rising tyranny. They sing out their warnings
of members. AARP has 26 million Members.
NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION
OF
daily, but only the wise will listen. Corruption
The leadership of AARP has proven
RURAL
LANDOWNERS
and tyranny seem to be the natural order of
things. Only the Vanguards will hold them in
Unhappy Birthday to the Federal
check by alerting the masses to what lies
hidden beneath the treachery of rising, Reserve
unlawful power.
Today, as we drown in the fog of our own
The Federal Reserve System was "born" on
prosperity and look for the easiest paths to Nov. 16, 1914. That's the day that marks the
take, while ignoring the clear and present beginning of the long, slow decline in the value
dangers that confront us from foreign and of the U.S. dollar.
domestic foes, men of courage and vision are
Although this country had managed to
still on guard. They are still looking into the
See News Briefs, Page 9
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CONTINENTAL CONGRESS 09
Adopts Civil Actions Against Lawless Government.
After a week of intense committee deliberations, sometimes extending
well into the early morning hours, the first formal resolutions of
Continental Congress 2009 have begun to emerge. On Tuesday, the
Congress adopted resolutions aimed to ending the federal income tax
fraud and terminating all state and federal firearms regulations as de facto
violations of the plain language of the Second Amendment.
As each of these first resolutions was adopted by the Assembly, they
were loudly and spontaneously celebrated by the assembled Delegates,
with jubilant energy and great emotion at the emergence of these first acts
of nationally organized resistance to emerge from the Congress.
If these initial resolutions are any indication, the Congress clearly has
set its collective intent to adopting a volume of provocative and farreaching "Remedial Instructions" and "Civic Actions" to restore the
Constitution, and which effects will soon reverberate from sea-toshining-sea.
The Income Tax Instruction to the United States Congress adopted by
the Continental Congress cites several essential facts in U.S. law, including
irrefutable documentation establishing that the 16th Amendment is void,
ab initio, due to its failure to be properly ratified, and that any direct, unapportioned tax on the labor of any American is wholly unconstitutional.
The resolution cites the U.S. Supreme Court holding that labor (and the
fruits thereof ) are, "the most sacred and inviolable" property of the
citizens of the nation. (Citing Butcher's Union Co. v. Crescent City Co.,
111 U.S. 746, 757)
The tax resolution also calls for Congress to execute the immediate
cessation of the (unlawful) imposition of the practice of withholding of
earnings from the paychecks of American citizens and for the Congress to
immediately release and restore all citizens wrongfully imprisoned as a
result of the "unconstitutional application of the income tax" (laws).
The Civic Actions recommended by the Congress for the People to
end the Income Tax fraud include for the People to contact their local
sheriff and demand cooperation with the citizenry to provide protection
from (unlawful) federal and state tax enforcement actions (including
fraudulent, non-judicial "administrative" IRS liens and levies), that
citizens prepare to replace or otherwise recall or impeach any sheriff who
refuses to protect their local citizens from "rogue federal agents acting
under color of law," and for citizens to prepare themselves to withhold
their monies as a means to secure Redress.
As to the Second Amendment Right to Keep and Bear Arms, the
resolution of the Continental Congress declares that all regulations, state
and federal, which are repugnant to the express language of the Second
Amendment are "null and void - including but not limited to, illegal and
unconstitutional restrictions on open and/or concealed carry."
The arms resolution calls for the citizenry to coordinate with their local
county Sheriff in establishing a Constitutional Militia, inherently separate
from the state National Guard. Such militia would be a constitutional

Military and Law
Enforcement Action
Alert: By Jeff Maehr (Late Breaking)
(See Resource Page 22 for audio segments)
The Free Press has received late breaking
news just days before publication regarding
apparent actions being planned against
American Citizens. These actions include
using military and other “law enforcement”
personnel against us for “control” in civil unrest
expected due to a convergence of economic and
freedom loss events close to occurring.
These actions are reported to include “Yard
Farming” which is from the so-called census
being done this year using GPS (Global
Positioning System) marking of dissidents
homes, or any Americans who could be a threat
in civil unrest against the U.S. Government.
This so called “Yard Farming” includes air
or ground-based small missile strikes directly
on the homes of those the government deems
enemies of its sick and twisted plans.
Operation
Gardenplot
US
Civil
Disturbance Plan is part of these plans...
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defense force, "comprising all citizenry capable of bearing arms and under
proper authority, in defense of themselves and the states."
Official copies of these resolutions and others will be released shortly
for public inspection and distribution. Committee and sub-committee
work on "Remedial Instructions" for state and federal officials will by
decree, end at midnight Wednesday (Nov. 18).
Starting tomorrow (Thursday) , the Congress begins two and a half
days of intense deliberations, turning their sole attention to debating and
adopting a comprehensive set of potent "Civic Actions" every American
can implement, en masse, to effect a peaceful restoration of Constitutional
Order.
These lawful, (non-violent) civic actions, (fully lawful and protected by
the Right to enforce the First Amendment Right to Petition), will be
designed to significantly affect the functioning of both state and federal
institutions which have been complicit in enabling or otherwise aiding or
allowing the destruction of the Constitution and/or the Fundamental
Rights of the People.
On Saturday afternoon, the agenda plans for the Delegates set to move
to adopt the full package consisting of First Amendment Petitions for
Redress of Grievances, "Remedial Instructions" to be served upon state
and federal officials, and the slate of "Civic Actions" designed for everyday
Americans to implement to resist the tyrants and engage in the battle to
restore Liberty .
The final package generated by the Congress will be formally known as
the "Articles of Association" and signed Nov. 21 by the Delegates of
Continental Congress 2009. Means are currently being developed for
citizens everywhere across America to likewise sign the Articles of
Association and join the battle to hold our government accountable to the
Law.
The current intent for the Articles of Association is that when "x"
million Americans publicly commit to personally embrace and execute at
least some portion of the (peaceful) plan of Civic resistance, the plan of
"Civic Actions" will be fully activated and its full effects soon manifest
against our errant institutions of government.
On November 21, 2009, Continental Congress 2009 concluded its 11
days of deliberating, debating and voting. With the knowledge that the
People have exhausted their administrative and judicial remedies, - i.e.,
having claimed and exercised their First Amendment Right "to Petition
the Government for a Redress of Grievances," with no legitimate response
from either the Judicial, Congressional or Executive branches over the last
fourteen years, the delegates met to consider their constitutional remedies.
Their emerging work product, titled Articles of Freedom, is testament
to a measured, deliberative and lawful process that all Americans can be
proud of.

“Tax protestors, militia members, “religious
cults” (read bible believing Christians), antigovernment dissenters, (read Tea Party
members, 912ers, X military, constitutionalists,
gun owners...) are all open to “Yard Farming,”
or better put, “deadly force against any and all
forms of civil disorder.”
Census personnel, it is reported, have
actually GPS-targeted gun owners homes,
ignoring those homes that didn’t have guns in,
preparation for...”rapidly eliminating up to 50
million Americans in record time” who could
stand to defend against the government’s final
desperate attempt to destroy our country and
way of life. They see their window of
opportunity closing due to so many Americans
waking up to the agenda, and rising up against
them.
“Total information awareness” is already in
place using cell phone tracking, regular phone
tracking, credit card and other electronic
transaction tracking, to know exactly where a
person is at any given time.
“All forms of secret weaponry will be used
against the population, including lasers,
electromagnetic pulses to knock out
communications, energy weapons, even
Southwest Free Press

weapons people don’t believe exist.”
Air Force contacts are stating clearly that
these “attackers” don’t care how many guns or
ammunition anyone has, or food stored, etc.
All they do is send a “hell fire” missile into the
home destroying everything in it and those
living there... end of resistance.
Experts claim that certain areas will be
handled in a pacifist means, low force, asking
for weapons to be turned over so they don’t fall
into the “wrong hands.”
Now, is any of this true, or is it more
government misinformation to create fear and
intimidation? If it IS true, then the military has
certainly turned traitor to the American people.
As outlandish as this may sound, we are at war
here, if you haven’t already understood this.
This may be the liberals dream of their
Amerika, but it isn’t the dream of any sane,
freedom-loving patriot who hasn’t sold
themselves over to evil, or who sticks their head
in the sand of ignorance and cowardice.
Military... WHERE ARE YOU?
I for one would welcome a missile strike
rather than submit to fascism and the one world
agenda for humanity. WAKE UP AMERICA!
December 18, 2009

News Briefs, from Page 7
survive without a central bank for the first 140
years of its existence, that all changed when
Congress approved the Federal Reserve Act the
previous December. (For an account of the
conspiratorial manipulations that led to the
passage of this bill and its consequences, see G.
Edward Griffin's masterful study, The Creature
From Jekyll Island.)
The Fed's friends in Congress promised that
it would be a passive institution, working behind
the scenes to prevent future bank panics.
Instead, it soon adopted an interventionist
policy. Today, it is actually praised in many
quarters for controlling interest rates and
regulating (read: increasing) the U.S. money
supply.
Since the creation of the Fed 95 years ago
the dollar has lost 98.5 percent of its purchasing
power. Sadly, most Americans have been
convinced that greedy businessmen cause the
steady rise in prices.
Tell them that higher prices are caused by a
Fed that continues to flood the world with fiat
currency and you'll be greeted with blank stares
and a change of subject.

China Quietly
Financial System

Introduces

New

China has stealthily introduced a new
financial system based on the renminbi which is
well on its way to becoming fully convertible,
according to a high-level Chinese source. In
addition, China is purchasing 10,000 tons of
gold to back up a new fund designed to develop
and market heretofore forbidden and suppressed
technologies. The fund will be based outside of
China and will be controlled by prominent
members of the Chinese overseas community.
The gold purchase will take some time
because of the logistics of transporting it and the
Chinese wish to test it thoroughly. Both the
Chinese government and MI6 now confirm
reports that much of the gold sold by the Federal
Reserve Board over the past decade is in fact
gold plated tungsten. (See article, P. ??) For its
part, the renminbi is now convertible with South
American currencies, the rouble, MiddleEastern currencies, the yen, South East Asian
currencies and African currencies.
“We will slowly introduce our new financial
system in parallel with the old one and hope that
people steadily migrate towards it,” the Chinese
official says.

Welcome to Meet The Farmer TV!
We will show you how you can support local
food systems and benefit personally as well as
enhancing your community and our
environment. We will examine the special
relationships that develop between the growers
and the chefs and the consumers. By searching
through the steps and the interactions of all the
factors involved in bring Food from The Farm
to the Plate we hope to show the deeper values
and hidden benefits of supporting your local
food systems.
When we visit an operation to film their
unique participation in the local food
community, we want to leave them with some
methods or tools of empowerment to succeed.
Check back often as we have several projects in
the works to help our local food community
December 18, 2009
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grow and keep healthy safe local food freely Representatives hailed the program in a Capitol
news conference, saying it is getting the
available. http://www.meetthefarmer.com/
attention of members on both sides of the aisle.
"It's an amazing feat, to get that many slips to
UN Troops on our borders!
Congress," Rep. Steven King, R-Iowa, one of the
four
members at the press conference, told
Mexico’s business leaders are pleading for the
United Nations to send peacekeepers to prevent WND. "If you look through them, you can index
the border city of Ciudad Juarez from falling each one back to an individual. That's powerful.
into complete chaos. Locked in a deadly war There is a person behind each one of the slips."
Add your voice and send your own pink slip
with organized crime, the Mexican Army is
http://superstore.wnd.com/store/
at
unable to protect the safety of its citizens. Will
El Paso’s sister city be the first domino to fall in
US TROOPS WEARING UN
a long line of Mexican cities that are teetering on
the edge of lawlessness?
COLORS - North American Union Could blue-helmeted soldiers soon be Military Force
patrolling the U.S. border? For Americans, it
may seem ridiculous to think that peacekeepers
USNORTHCOM is a combatant command
could be in action so close to home.
"created to respond to national emergencies in
Yet if the two leading business groups in the North America." Readers should also be aware
city of Ciudad Juarez have their way, soldiers that the US and Canada signed an agreement
from India, China or Germany could be billeted earlier this year allowing the armed forces from
just footsteps from one of America’s largest one country to assist the armed forces of the
border cities.
other country during a "domestic civil
“This is a proposal … for international forces emergency, EVEN ONE THAT DOES NOT
to come here to help out the domestic forces,” INVOLVE A CROSS-BORDER CRISIS."
said Daniel Murguia, president of the Cuidad (Emphasis added.)
Juarez chapter of the National Chamber of
Creation of a North American Union has
Commerce, on November 12.
long been the goal of the elitists at the Council
“We are living basically in a state of war in on Foreign Relations (CFR) and sister
Ciudad Juarez,” said Oscar Maynez, a organizations. This objective is so far along now
criminologist in the border city. If the army can’t that anyone who would question it simply isn't
handle things, he asks, what are we left with?
paying attention--or has an ulterior motive for
Soledad Maynez, the president of the city’s denying it.
Association of Maquiladoras (factories), says the
Of course, one thing the elitists driving this
United States might be forced to intervene global merger are counting on is the continued
because the violence will “sooner or later” spill apathy and indifference of the American people.
over into El Paso. It is just a matter of time.
Obviously, an awakened, energized, and angry
Mexico’s problems are intensifying. The populace could seriously jeopardize their
global economic crisis, Mexico’s plummeting oil pernicious plans. They are somewhat rattled at
production and the war against the drug cartels the success of grassroots Tea Parties, etc., but
threaten its very viability. America could soon be they are counting on the major news media and
living next to a failed state.
establishment churches to keep the sheep asleep.
thetrumpet.com
Editor’s Note: Go to the following website
for the “must read” complete article:
SEND CONGRESS A PINK SLIP - http://www.chuckbaldwinlive.com/chuckwagon
Campaign going strong
.php
With more members of Congress extolling it
Among President Clinton’s first acts
and the news media reporting on it, the "Send
Congress a Pink Slip" campaign experienced its upon taking office in 1993 was to disarm
biggest day ever with another half-million U.S. soldiers on military bases.
notices sent, putting the total number of 'pink
In March 1993, the Army imposed
slips' to over 5.5 MILLION.
On Tuesday, four members of the House of
See News Briefs, Page 16
WHAT if the president of the United States is not
constitutionally eligible to serve? Is it possible that a
straightforward criterion was overlooked during a long,
grueling, expensive campaign? Why are so many questions
about something so simple still going unanswered? "A
Question Of Eligibility" goes where no other
documentary has dared to go in seeking the answers to
those questions, including one that millions of Americans
are asking: "Why won't Barack Obama release publicly the
long-form birth certificate he claims to have from the state
of Hawaii?"
In this video, you will hear from four experts on the
subject: Dr. Jerome Corsi, author of the New York Times
No. 1 bestseller “The Obama Nation”; Orly Taitz, the
Southern California lawyer who has led the legal fight to
secure the evidence of Barack Obama's eligibility; Alan
Keyes, a third-party presidential candidate in 2008 and the
man who challenged Obama for the Illinois U.S. Senate
seat that served as a springboard to his presidential ambitions; and Janet Porter, radio talk-show
host and political activist who has championed this critical and threatening constitutional issue.
Video Presale: http://www.wnd.com/eligibility
Southwest Free Press
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We Are Americans For God's Sake
You are an American. The blood of heroes and patriots courses
through your arteries and veins. Millions of men and women have paid
the ultimate sacrifice and many have been maimed for life so that you can
stand free on a new continent, where freedom was born.
You are the descendants of those whose spine was stiffened by courage
when their country called, or evil raised its ugly head. You are the direct
lineage of the men and women whose intellect and fortitude carried them
to new heights and made America the greatest, proudest, industrious,
creative, productive and most generous nation on Earth. You are the sons,
daughters, grandsons and grand daughters of those who stood up to
tyranny, no matter what the cost. The genes of creators, inventors, hard
workers, the educated, the warriors and those in service to others, are an
integral part of your DNA and it lies dormant in your being until it is
called upon to do good ..... or destroy evil.
True Americans are not whiners, they are not losers. They are doers
and winners. When an obstacle is in front of them they go around it, or
under it, or over it, as the situation warrants. They build things, they don't
tear them down. They invent things to make our lives a little easier, or
increase our health and life span, or so that we can get a job done quicker,
or yes, even go faster. Americans are the givers and preservers of life, not
the takers of life. Americans believe that life is precious and a gift from
God and its preservation is a prime imperative.
Proud and brave Americans have been the victors in two world wars
and the sacrifice of those men and women have lifted over a billion people
out of bondage and shown them that freedom is the natural order, not
slavery. Unfortunately, we have engaged in wars of late where victory was
not the goal and Americans have paid a high price for our government's
dereliction of duty to those who must pay for and fight our wars. That
dereliction is now abundantly evident in our current Commander-inChief, who labors over endless detail and political expediency, while brave
Americans are dying on the front lines of our enemies.
Still, Americans are the light to the rest of the world, not because we
are better than anyone else, but because we live under the bright light of
liberty that frees us to climb the highest mountains, or jump off this once
giant planet into the vastness of space, where only the brave dare tread, in
search of the secrets of our island Universe.
Today, before us lies an obstacle and the obstacle is not a foreign enemy
but a false domestic ideology. An ideology that is born of the collective
where the individual is subordinate to that collective, in direct conflict
with each American's unalienable rights. An ideology that is hidden in
deceit and is the antithesis of freedom and liberty. It is an ideology that
requires obedient compliance ..... compliance to the demands of a corrupt
elite who seek absolute power over the masses, rather than Americans
putting up a strong resistance to those who seek that power, as they are
now doing.
This ideology is one of retreat and appeasement. It is one of "hold

back" and "slow down," instead of moving forward with boldness. It is an
ideology that seeks to weaken America, not strengthen it. But worse, it is
an ideology that strips individuals of their own innate strength and makes
them dependent on the collective and the corrupt elite, instead of being
proud, responsible and self-reliant.
Oh yes, we have tenacious foreign enemies as well, but we do not fear
them because our military might will smite them and they know it. They
dare not pull the tiger's tail for fear of the tiger's wrath. Evil leaders in
Japan and Germany learned the hard way that the tiger has sharp teeth
and an unequaled determination to strike down evil.
But our military might is being dismantled by this false ideology that
contains the seeds of appeasement, rather than the tall tree of strength.
One day, our foreign enemies may no longer fear us and we could be
vulnerable to those who hate and envy our freedom and will be tempted
to take it from us by force.
But Americans should fear not, deliverance is at hand. The freedom
gene in our DNA that sets us apart from all other people on Earth, is
being called upon to strike down tyranny once more. Nevertheless,
understand this. All things come within their own time. The "time" isn't
here yet, but it is getting close. It could come like a fog appearing instantly
out of nowhere on a late September afternoon, when the weather changes
and the dew point is suddenly reached. Or it could be like an avalanche
that is triggered by its own weight, or a slight jiggling of the earth, or the
wind, or the sun coming out from behind a cloud. It may be a strong
leader that catalyzes our deliverance. It might be something that
government does, or doesn't do, that tips us over the edge, en masse. We
do not know what it will be, we only know that it will happen and all
indications point to it happening sooner, rather than later.
It was the "shot heard 'round the world" that triggered the first battle
for freedom, even though the battle had been brewing for sometime. It
wasn't planned, it just happened and that is the way the second battle for
freedom will start. The ground work for the battle has already been laid.
The sweet smell of freedom is in the air.
Still, we must remember, this isn't 1776, it is 2009. In 1776 both sides
had the same weapons, only one side (the British) were well trained and
they were still beat by the gene of freedom that would not be denied.
Today one side has pistols and rifles and the other side has giant aircraft
carriers, F-22's and M1 tanks. It would hardly be a fair fight. We have no
choice but to find a way to right the situation peacefully, or we are in for
a very long, retracted and bloody civil war, where the outcome is totally
unpredictable and freedom may not be what we win in the end.
No matter how difficult the battle is, we are Americans for God's sake,
so let's start acting like we are.
Ron Ewart, President - www.narlo.org
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RURAL LANDOWNERS

FIJA.ORG
Have you taken a little time to review your power as a Jurist? Do you KNOW what it is and how to use it?
Would YOU want an educated jurist in YOUR trial, who would be there to protect YOUR rights and freedoms
from corrupt courts and others? To Obtain your own personal Jury Handbook, and other Jury documents, just
go to our resource website at http://southwestfreepress.com/resource-library.html. This will provide all the
ammo you need to take back liberty and protect yourself and your neighbors. Don’t let this RIGHT and DUTY
escape your grasp. We rule, they don’t... and we can’t do it without standing up for each other!!!
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School
District
Upheld
on
M a n d a t o r y
Vaccinations - By Mark
Walsh

her child from harm and illness, and that
immunizing [the 6-year-old] in this
instance would violate those sincerely held
beliefs," her suit said.
In his Nov. 3 opinion in Workman v.
Mingo County Schools, Judge Goodwin
said West Virginia is one of only two
states that does not offer religious
exemptions for school vaccines. (He
doesn't identify the other state.)
The judge granted summary judgment
to the Mingo County school district on
11th Amendment immunity grounds.
Unfortunately for the mother, the school
district has been under state control since
2005, which means for immunity purposes
it is considered an arm of the state, and
under the 11th Amendment, the state may
not be sued without its consent. (The
judge said a regular county school system
in West Virginia--one not under state
control--would not have such immunity.)
Judge Goodwin did reach the merits of
the mother's constitutional claims with
respect to several school official
defendants.
"Ms. Workman's freedom of religion
claim fails," the judge said. "Her beliefs do
not exempt her from complying with
West Virginia's mandatory immunization
program. It has long been recognized that
local authorities may constitutionally
mandate vaccinations."
He cited a 1905 U.S. Supreme Court
case, Jacobson v. Massachusetts, and a
1944 decision, Prince v. Massachusetts, as
well as a number of lower-court rulings
that support the idea that, as the judge put
it, "Although most states have chosen to
provide a religious exemption from
compulsory immunization, a state need
not do so."

RADIATION
METER
BREAKTHROUGH BUILDS NEW
SECURITY FOR AMERICA
- EVERY MAN A MONITOR by Steve Jones
Getting out from under the Feds - Personal Empowerment

Do you remember the days when computers were built
A federal district judge has ruled for a
and run by an elite core of eggheads at astronomical cost?
West Virginia school district and its
Finally the cost and ease of use made it possible for children
officials in a case in which a parent sought
to own and operate their own computers.
to exempt her daughter from mandatory
Up until recently radiation monitoring for dirty bombs or
vaccinations for medical and religious
nuclear terrorist attack, even all-out nuclear war was a
reasons.
cumbersome, expensive task for Emergency Managers and
The ruling earlier this month by U.S.
first responders. So much so that monitoring is generally left
District Judge Joseph R. Goodwin of
to a few elite federal and state teams that would fly in to a
Charleston, W.Va., is interesting in light
disaster area. Much the same way they did for Katrina.
of the debate over links between vaccines
In other words they would be useless in an attack
and autism, as well as public debate over
involving multiple detonations. Our country’s old radiation
school vaccinations for the H1N1 virus.
defense consisted of about five million instruments dispensed
The suit was filed by Jennifer
to every city and town in the country. Every fire truck used
Workman, who feared exposing her 6to carry a set of these instruments.
year-old daughter to mandatory vaccines
They were expensive and required costly maintenance .
required for school because the child's
Training was equally difficult because it was quickly
older sister developed developmental
forgotten. Annual re-training sessions were required.
disorders that the mother attributes to
Using the rad meter itself required at least three people.
vaccines. The mother submitted a doctor's
There was a meter “reader” followed by an “interpreter” of the
note seeking to exempt the 6-year-old
reading followed by a “decision maker” who gave orders based
from vaccines, but the Mingo County
on the interpretation. The program was scrapped in 1993
School District turned down the request
along with most of the five million meters. It was not
on the advice of the West Virginia state
replaced. The rad meters were removed from all fire
health department, according to court
departments leaving our first responders and the public
documents.
defenseless against radiological attack.
The mother sued the district and its
Up until now our country has been defenseless against a
officials, claiming, among other things,
large scale radiological attack such as a terrorist nuke. A
that the vaccination requirement violates
technological breakthrough came in November of 2009.
her First Amendment right to free
It’s a radiation meter the same size as a credit card. It is
exercise of religion. The mother's
simple enough to use by a child. It can be used again and
"Christian Bapticostal religious beliefs
again. It needs no batteries or maintenance. It’s always on.
require that she honor God by protecting
It’s highly accurate and reliable. It responds instantly to
radiation with an accuracy of +or- 20%. It was developed
United States, from Page 5
States have in forts and dock-yards ceded to them, is derived from the express assent of with government grant money and is Department of
the states by whom the cessions are made. It could be derived in no other manner; Homeland Security approved technology. Hundreds of
because without it, the authority of the state would be supreme and exclusive therein," thousands can be made in a few months and the retail cost is
3 Wheat., at 350, 351. [U.S. v. Bevans, 16 U.S. 336 (1818), reaff. 19 U.S.C.A., section about ten dollars. The idea is that first responders and
essential workers keep theses rad monitors on them in their
1401(h).]
The federal corporation has almost NO legal authority according to the law and wallets permanently. Then if there is a radiological attack all
Constitution, in ANY of the 50 states. The IRS, the Federal Reserve, the FBI, CIA, they have to do is reach into their pocket for the monitor.
Because the monitor works by changing colors to indicate
DHS, NSA, etc., ad nauseam, cannot simply waltz into our States, Counties or homes
radiation
levels it is still a secondary instrument and is not
without lawful authority. They can deal with: 1. Murder on the high seas, 2.
Kidnapping, 3. Counterfeiting (they should be all over the Federal Reserve... and, 4. intended for use in place of a proper alarming instrument.
Only trouble is, not enough proper meters are available. So
Union external border protections, PERIOD.
Now, ask yourself, where hasn’t the Federal, corporate business known as the United for most jurisdiction this credit card size meter will likely be
States gotten its tentacles into?” Education? Health and Medicine? Communications? the only instrument they have. It’s better than nothing. And
Transportation? Employee/Employer relations? Where does it end? IT DOESN’T, can do the job.
The public too can use these meter cards to both tell what
and it never will stop growing till we stop it and put it back into its chains.
The Federal corporation can create all the laws it wants, but they mostly don’t apply levels are and to keep a record of the total amount of
to the states, but they are subjugating all 50 states and all the sovereign American people radiation they have received. Now the challenge is to alert
to their authority outside their constitutional restrictions. Let these idiots play their Emergency Managers, first responders and the public that
games and make all the laws they want for THEMSELVES, and they can play in their these rad monitors are available.
The homeland security applications of this new monitor
own sandbox with their own laws that have NOTHING to do with the sovereign 50
are enormous. It will allow whole communities to survive
states, and We the People.
Unless we understand who we are, that WE are the boss, and WE rule, and take back and function that otherwise would not. If widely used they
all stolen powers, and get our State Representatives to take back our sovereignty, we will could prevent most serious radiation casualties. Above all
become even MORE enslaved... as the Health care bill being debated right now is about they would prevent panic. Panic would shut down trucking,
to do. Let THEM have this bill... let THEM do all the lawmaking they want. We do food supplies, electricity and communication. With these
NOT have to listen to ANY of it that contravenes the Constitution, which most of it monitors truckers and all essential workers will be able to
remain at their stations with confidence. If they must shelter
does.
In response to Benjamin Franklin being asked at the close of the Constitutional from radiation the meters will prevent them from sheltering
Convention, ‘Well, Doctor, what have we got—a Republic or a Monarchy?,” he said, too long, delaying rescue and recovery work.
Right now our nation is defenseless against large scale
simply, ‘A Republic, if you can keep it.’ Look what we’ve allowed, even WITH the
Constitution. The Republic is being transformed... “changed” into a socialist/fascist radiological attack. These new meters can change that in a
ONE Corporate abomination. We need to understand our roots... and remember from matter of weeks if they are embraced by Emergency
where we have fallen. This shows us the power of evil and corruption, and how the Managers and the public.
Most important of all you will not have to rely on some
people have gone to sleep, but we can “keep” it by taking back what is rightfully ours,
incompetent federal bureaucrat in Washington know if your
from both Federal, State AND local control. Do we take it back,or give it away?
in danger or when it’s safe to get back to work.
December 18, 2009
Southwest Free Press
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Greens, from Page 3
to grow about 20 square feet of greens during the colder
months of the year. We placed the cold frame in the
section of our garden that would get the most sun and
buried one end a couple inches to make the frame slightly
south facing so it would catch more sunlight. Then we dug
a trench about 6 inches wide around the frame and packed
it with straw to stop the frost from creeping in through the
ground.
On the inside of the cold frame we placed a few gallon
milk jugs we had spray-painted black to capture the heat
from the sun during the day and release it at night. Then
we chose some hardy cold weather crops like lettuce, Swiss
chard, kale, spinach and scallions to plant inside the cold
frame. We chose these crops because they can withstand
much colder temperatures and they need much less light to
grow. So they are very appropriate for the cold nights and
short days we have here in the San Juans.
It is now early December and the romaine lettuce and
the mesclun mix we planted are flourishing. It seems that
the insulation we put in the ground and other precautions
we took to keep the temperature up at night was really
working. One night we got about 5 inches of snow and the
next morning when we brushed the snow off the cold
frame we found it to be 40 degrees and steamy inside.
After seeing the results from the simple cold-frame we
constructed I would defiantly recommend those out there
who love gardening and growing food look into building
their own cold-frames, row covers, or a greenhouse in their
back yard. There is a ton of information out there on how
to extend the growing season in your area either by
investing in an elaborate greenhouse or using the simple
measures I took.
Let me tell you there is nothing more satisfying than
pulling a fresh and organically grown salad from your
backyard in December. If you would like more information
on how to extend your growing season or what crops are
good to grow in the winter: the internet, your local library
and the FLC Environmental Center would be great places
to start looking. Good Luck and Enjoy!
December 18, 2009

Unconstitutional Land Use Regulations Being
Pushed by County Commissioners. Jeff Maehr
It seems the Archuleta County Commissioners, and others, are
following the excellent example of the Federal Government in propagating
unconstitutional “regulations” in exactly how you can use your own
property.
In reviewing documents provided to the Free Press with the definitions
and language of the proposed regulations, it reveals clear intrusion into a
host of areas the Board, or anyone else for that matter, has no lawful or
constitutional business medalling in.
Telling people how they can use their own property, equipment or other
aspects of their property is simply more control being sought by those who
can’t seem to keep their noses out of other people’s pocket books or
personal affairs.
It’s all about money and control, as usual. Has Archuleta County had
enough yet? Will no one stand up and be heard on this and many other
agendas being planned behind closed doors? Regulating everything from
how to lock your gates, to use of your own buildings, how to store your
things on your property, and more idiocy. Given the regulations, my outside
grill is in possible violation of their rules, as is my grow dome.
When there is a clear relationship between “Public Health, Public Safety
and Public Morality,” then there could be constitutional grounds for getting
involved. Outside those few areas, the BOCC, or whomever is backing
these continuing unconstitutional assaults against our rights, freedoms and
privacy, are out of line, and this MUST CEASE.
Please take the time to review the regulations and ask yourself if this is
acceptable to you... even if you can’t seem to see how this would involve you
or your property, ask whether you would want this sort of control over most
aspects of your property. Sooner or later, the control will grow to include
even YOU who now brush this off as not involving your property.
For the complete rules in PDF file format, go to
http://www.southwestfreepress.com/PDF/Archuleta County BOCC
Land Use Regulations.pdf and download the file. It is an easy read, and
will give you an idea of where they are taking this.
Be advised that a BOCC meeting on this topic is supposed to be
scheduled for Mid January sometime, so plan to attend this meeting and
give your input. If we don’t get involved in these meetings, we are giving
away our rights and voice, and they will certainly continue to take our
money and our freedoms!

Living Streams Probiotic
POWERFUL ANTI-FLU/INFECTION AGENT
Are you prepared for infective agents in a pandemic? Infective
agents, such as bacteria, virus, fungus, mold, yeast and other agents
cause more sickness and deaths than any other cause.
Stop these infections in their tracks. Living Streams Probiotic’s
secret is in the "solution" friendly flora produce which
is VERY anti-infective.
2 oz, $29.95, 4 oz, $54.95, 8 oz, $79.95 Money
Back Guarantee!

Order Online at
http://purehealthsystems.com/living-streamsprobiotic.html, or Call Pure Health Systems at

(970) 731-9724 for ordering & local pickup in
Pagosa
(3 day lead time).
BE PREPARED FOR THE ATTACK!!!

Attention Archuleta County
Republicans... Your Next
Sheriff is On His Way!
The Archuleta County Guard,
along with the Law Club, are in dialog
with at least three people willing to
run as a Constitutional Sheriff.
Sheriff
Richard
Mack,
in
conjunction with Oath Keepers, is
presently working with 900, 2010
Sheriff elections across the country to
elect constitutional people into office
who will uphold their Oath, and who
will work with local citizens who want
to stand for the law.
If you want REAL change that will
bring freedom and resist tyranny and
lawlessness, you need to be ready for
our announcement on those running.
This is our chance to make a stand,
so let’s prepare now to elect our next
Sheriff... one who will defend liberty!
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Letters to the Editor - Continued
Letters, From Page 6
seemed that there were way too many familiar
faces and personalities at the Congress at St.
Charles, people I had never met. Who were
these people? I had conversations with several
who I was sure I knew, while simultaneously
being sure I didn't know. I entertained the story
that maybe I had known them in a previous life,
or that maybe I had dreamed about this event
before getting here. I know this sounds weird,
but that was my experience.
Days for me began at 6 am and ended at 2
am, a few times as late as 3 to 4 am. Every
morning upon awakening, I couldn't wait to
rejoin the conversation. My only regret was that
there were not four or five of me to be involved
in all the conversations each subcommittee was
having. Every night when I went to bed, I did so
only because I would be worthless without sleep.
When I stood in front of the elevator
awaiting a ride to the lobby - my room was on
the 14th floor - I would have the eerie sensation
that the building was swaying. It was a
lightheaded, but not dizzy, feeling, akin to
walking on air. I felt this sensation from time to
time when I was standing in different parts of
the conference center as well. In fact, this
sensation was present quite often, which is why
I mention it at all. I am sure tiredness may have
contributed, but the sensation was present from
Day One. I do wonder if anyone else
experienced this.
I was privileged to sit on quite a number of
committees. I was thrilled to contribute by
writing, giving input on the use of words, and
structuring ideas and sentences that appeared in
the final committee reports, which ended up in
the work product of the Continental Congress:
the Articles of Freedom. The name "Articles of
Freedom" was chosen in lieu of the title
"Articles of Association" because a few,
uncomfortable about the implied corporate
overtones of the phrase, adamantly opposed the
latter term. I think these few likely did not
realize that at the first Continental Congress,
the findings and conclusions were compiled into
a document entitled: Articles of Association.
Among my several highlights, delivering
George Washington's farewell address to the
Delegates was most humbling. Judith
Whitmore, one of the primary organizers of the
Continental Congress, asked me on Saturday if I
would be up to that challenge for Monday
morning. To my knowledge Judith had never
heard me speak, let alone deliver a speech, so her
confidence in my abilities surprised me. I gladly
accepted the challenge. We kept the secret so
well no one knew it was coming. The Delegates
were only told there would be a surprise guest
speaking on foreign policy. I read through the
speech silently once, rehearsed it twice out loud,
once by myself, and once with Jan Graber, my
assigned coach and an amazing personality.
Introduced as George Washington, I took the
stage. Before giving the speech I bowed to the
delegates offering my deep respect. (like John
Adams to King George in the John Adams TV
mini-series). I got through the speech all right
though I was embarrassed when I
mispronounced the word "pernicious," but later
was told that because of Washington's bad teeth
and inability to speak well, I was right in
character. When I finished, Judith thanked me
and then asked if I would be willing to answer
questions. Yea right! I told the audience to "take
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it easy on this old man." After answering five or
six relatively simple questions in what I believe
to be George Washington's fashion, I felt
relieved to get off the stage.
All in all, I will cherish my experience at the
Continental Congress all the days of the rest of
my life. I did not want the experience to end. I
consider the Continental Congress attendees,
whether delegates, support staff, or mere
spectators, as America's true leaders. I felt at
home in this group of activists, lawyers,
carpenters, paralegals, electricians, retired
military, both officers and enlisted, writers, talk
show personalities, mechanics, ex-senators and
ex-government agents and employees. Men and
women were present who had been in
constitutional activism for 30, even 40 years. A
few were literally just getting their first exposure
to the issues. We were there to talk about specific
constitutional violations by the Federal
Government. We were there to talk about hot
potatoes that very few have the courage to talk
about openly for fear of being labeled a paranoid
delusional nut case.
We were there to discuss a means by which
America can be thrown a life preserver. The
Continental Congress 2009 was a great first
attempt, an excellent dress rehearsal. I do, with
great anticipation, look forward to the main
performance.
David Justice
Colorado Coordinator
We the People Congress

CORRUPTION:
Morally
Degenerate Action Characterized by
Improper Conduct

who do not possess the 99% of everything of
monetary value this country has produced, are of
the opinion that all corruption takes place in
Washington and that our national government is
bought and paid for by "connected" special
interests. It is a fact, no matter which side of the
health care issue you might favor, that all of our
congressmen and woman have accepted money
from the insurance companies,100% of them.
What might be debateable is from what original
source does corruption emanate?
Does it, like somethings we all know of, flow
downhill and eventually pollute our local
governments, or does it grow like a fire and start
small, incubated in local governments across
America by public servants with personal
agenda's to promote, who are protected from the
consequences of their otherwise illegal actions
by the very institutions that were created by and
for the public and are our only lines of defense in
protecting the constitution. The people who
populate our government have given themselves
"special" status, it is almost impossible to hold
them accountable criminally for actions taken in
the performance of their jobs, that violate laws of
this state and the Constitution. The time has
come to demand explanations for Un-American
actions, accounting for the spending of oil and
gas revenue's as well as other funds like grants
and donations (publication of the budget only
tracts the spending of property tax revenues).
Our federal government has the Government
Accounting Office which has complete access to
the money trail in all matters federal, we have
nothing in La Plata County, nor do our
neighboring counties, to monitor the financial
activities of our elected and appointed officials.
Transparency, is non-existant, ask any county
commissioner, past or present, if they would be
willing to "open the books" and allow public
inspection of their expenses. This is a
challenge I make to the citizens of the 4 corners.
call your commissioners and ask if they are
willing to cooperate with a grassroots campaign
for FULL DISCLOSURE of all records. It
would also be helpful to eliminate the more
common than not practice of closed "secret"
meetings, after all, isn't a "fully informed public"
a cornerstone of our constitution and isn't that
See Letters, Page 20

Let me start by making a point, I fully
support the need for a properly elected
government, I am not anti-government. Good
government and a legal system above the
influence of power, money, and corruption is
essential to the preservation of our capitalistic
economic system. Capitalism cannot survive
without a level playing field, and we all know
that when inequality of opportunity exists,
growth and innovation cease. This is where we
are now after the economic collapse
last year. It has become obvious
that a very few people have all the
money, they are immune to legal
standards that the rest of us are
subject to, and they care little for
the effect their greed has had on
95% of the citizens of this country.
I think that the American
people have placed too much trust
and faith in the integrity and
morality of people whose only
connection with America and what
it stands for, is by birth. It is
disturbing to see the attitude of
most who occupy a position of
authority in government and
corporations that the rest of us are
Kingdom Timber & Frame
only fit to protect them from the
Chama, NM
evils outside our borders. In La
575.756.2705
plata Co, it would be impossible to
While the earth remains ...
live in “anywhere” America and not
Genesis 8:22
notice the change in attitude and
the concept of who is to be served
by the government.
Most of America, the 95% of us
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UFO’s, the Bible, and Corruption of Leadership! by Daniel Lyon
In the last article, we discussed an outside
force having influence on humankind’s thinking
and acting, and how evil was being instigated
through opportunity in leadership positions. We
need to now look at underlying elements being
instituted... unfolding behind the world scene
that will come to play a world roll in humanity’s
future.
Keep in mind that this is not “thus says the
Lord,” but a discussion of some facts, and trying
to put the pieces of this puzzle together in a way
that we can all understand it, and react to it.
However, a pattern is emerging in all this... a
pattern the world, and church, has been missing
for millennia.
The first issue we need to realize much more
about is the roll of “UFO's” in world affairs, and
who and what they may actually be. Many scoff
at UFO’s actually existing, but many more have
either seen them themselves, or have actually
experienced interactions with them.
Do they really exist? Does the government
know about them? If so, why don’t they reveal
all they know about them? Does hiding these
things reveal a benevolent agenda towards us, or
something sinister?
Let’s first eliminate any doubts as to whether
UFO's actually exist. To do this, we must go to
a trusted (?) source... NASA itself. The actual
evidence available is video in nature, (available at
youtube.com - just type in “NASA smoking
gun” and look for the “tether sequence.” The
actual full video is available in multiple parts and
is called “The Secret NASA Transmissions.” Be
sure to watch it all), so I will describe this
specific event which leaves no doubt.
In the mid 1990’s a man named Martyn
Stubbs worked for a Canadian cable station.
They had several unused large satellite dishes
available, and he loved NASA stuff, so he asked
if he could use one to monitor NASA
transmissions, and they approved. He began
recording NASA space flights, both audio and
visual feeds (unsecured), and collected over 2000
hours of various scenes.
In reviewing these tapes, he was
dumbfounded at what he saw. One particular
scene was when the shuttle tether (used to
distance the satellite away from the craft to be
released in its proper orbit) actually broke away
from the shuttle as they were deploying the
satellite. The break scene is shown clearly.
The next scene is viewing the tether from
about 50 miles away, and is shown as a white line
in space. Now, keep in mind, this tether is 12
MILES long, and the video shows it stretched
out completely.
As the shuttle camera crew focuses on this
scene, you immediately see dozens of lights in
the vicinity of the shuttle, all moving in straight
lines in all compass directions. That is shocking
enough, but when they zoom in on this scene,
the spots of light suddenly become pulsating
disks with a hole in the middle, and a notch out
of the side.
Dumbfounding to say the least, but there’s
more. These disks are passing in front of AND
in BACK of the tether, clearly seen in the video.
Remember, the tether is 12 miles long, so this
would make some of these disks at least 1.5
MILES in diameter.
Now, as all this is playing out, what do you
suppose the shuttle crew is saying? NOT A
WORD ABOUT THE SCENE... at least on
this unsecured link.
There is discussion made, but it is clearly an
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attempt to minimize what was being telecast. Testament, the term “son’s of God” always refers
Suffice it to say, this, and many more scenes in to angels. There are multiple scriptures
this video production proves the existence of discussing not only giants, but also “sons of
UFO’s. The question to now ask is... “what are God.” (Entire article on Resource P. 22).
Giants were the first results of the genetic
they, and WHO is in control of them?”
Here’s where we have to begin a “new” manipulation these fallen angels were tinkering
paradigm shift. Like the one so many of us have with... that was the best they could do at that
had to shift into regarding the government, the time.
OK, now to the present. UFO activities have
corruption, the “new world” agenda, etc., we
now have to begin to look into the links between been recorded throughout human existence, and
that corruption and agenda, and UFO activities. especially prevalent since the mid 1950’s. The
Whether you believe the Bible or not, no one “abductions” reported by so many seem to fall in
can dispute the video evidence described above. line with more genetic experiments going on,
There ARE UFO’s involved in the affairs of using human eggs and sperm in an apparent
mankind. Secular evidence regarding UFO’s has attempt to “perfect” their genetic offspring, or at
always had a main theme... that of sightings, least be, once again, perverting and polluting the
abductions, experiments, especially sexual in human and animal... and now plant, genetic
nature, lost time, and “creatures” looking like code to destroy life in Earth.
Consider these facts taking place today: We
small, grey hairless and sexless beings always
have over 100,000 chemicals in our
being remembered under hypnosis.
Sounds way to weird, and like science fiction environment... food, water, air, home and health
fantasy, right? The Bible discusses the first care and many other products. Science has well
recorded evidence of such interaction between known that chemicals have a direct effect on
genetics, as well as cell development, how we
humanity and other beings:
Gen 6:1 “Now it came to pass, when men think, emotions, moods, perceptions, and more.
began to multiply on the face of the earth, and The effects of all these chemicals on humanity,
daughters were born to them, :2 that the sons of and nature itself, is not studied or even
God saw the daughters of men, that they were entertained. It is a gradual degradation of all life
beautiful; and they took wives for themselves of at the cellular and genetic level.
Why would there be such a gradual, yet
all whom they chose. :3 And the LORD
said,"My Spirit shall not strive with man forever, persistent introduction of this many chemicals
for he is indeed flesh; yet his days shall be one into the human realm? Why have we been
hundred and twenty years." (reference to 120 hearing about genetic work in plants and
years till the Great Flood which wiped out most animals, creating “Genetically Modified
of humanity and animal life... for a good reason) Organisms (GMO) for the past decade? We
:4 There were giants on the earth in those days, have products now that may contain plant or
and also afterward, (after the flood, when it animal genes. We have foreign genetics being
again occurred) when the sons of God came in introduced into the human, (animal and plant,
to the daughters of men and they bore children too) gene pool via multiple routes... including
to them. Those were the mighty men who were immunizations.
What of using human embryos in genetic
of old, men of renown. :5 Then the LORD saw
that the wickedness of man was great in the research and development? Many claim this is
earth, and that every intent of the thoughts of all to “better humanity...” create “cures” for
his heart was only evil continually.” NKJV diseases, and provide more food for the planet,
etc., all the while they stifle natural cures, they
throughout..
The word for “giant” in Hebrew is seek population control, and they, in various
“nephiliym,” and also means “feller, bully or other ways, show their fruits by being
tyrant.” That should be a red flag right away for completely hypocritical in their actions. They
are liars, and are doing the works of their father,
our day.
Here, the Bible describes “son’s of God” as the fallen one.
Think about this: The last article discussed
coming down to, and marrying, and having
children via human women, and that this union evil in leadership positions... evil the bible
between these beings, and women produced discussed in the giants that were the offspring of
giants. Some have an immediate problem with this illicit relationship between mankind and the
a giant being born to a human woman...
See UFO’s, Page 23
“because it would likely
SAN LUIS VALLEY — Several military aircraft landed at
kill the woman at birth
because of the size.” the Saguache airport over the Thanksgiving weekend,
We
must
begin according to eyewitnesses, and Army vehicles and personnel
thinking “genetic.”
were unloaded from the aircraft. A convoy then reportedly
An acorn is pretty headed down Highway 114 and disappeared into the national
small when it is
forest.
dropped, completely
The following evening two flatbed semi-trailer trucks led
ready
to
produce
another giant oak tree. by a military escort were seen leaving the same area with their
The same thing likely headlights off. Eyewitnesses stated that the cargo on the
took place here... the semi's was covered with tarps but one tarp was loose and the
baby looked normal, cargo appeared to be multiple body containers, recognized
but as it grew, the
from pictures shown on the Internet .
genetic
potential
The military escort led the trucks into the same national
kicked in, and we got
this altered offspring... forest area that was previously the destination of the military
altered not only in size, vehicles the night before.
but
in
mental
processes... and evil.
County officials denied any knowledge of the incidents.
In
the
Old
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News Briefs
News Briefs, from Page 9
regulations forbidding military personnel from
carrying their personal firearms and making it
almost impossible for commanders to issue
firearms to soldiers in the U.S. for personal
protection. For the most part, only military
police regularly carry firearms on base, and their
presence is stretched thin by high demand for
MPs in war zones.
Because of Mr. Clinton, terrorists would face
more return fire if they attacked a Texas WalMart than the gunman faced at Fort Hood ,
home of the heavily armed and feared 1st
Cavalry Division. That’s why a civilian
policewoman from off base was the one whose
marksmanship ended Maj. Nidal Malik Hasan’s
rampage.
Everyone wants to keep people safe – and no
one denies Mr. Clinton’s good intentions. The
problem is that law-abiding good citizens, not
criminals, are the ones who obey those laws.
Bans end up disarming potential victims and not
criminals. Rather than making places safe for
victims, we unintentionally make them safe for
the criminal – or in this case, the terrorist.
The wife of one of the soldiers shot at Fort
Hood understands all too well. In an interview
on CNN Monday night, Anchor John Roberts
asked Mandy Foster how she felt about her
husband’s
upcoming
deployment
to
Afghanistan. Ms. Foster responded: “At least
he’s safe there and he can fire back, right?”

to get such an audit passed by a major House
committee, but this is by no means the end of
our fight.
Financial Services leadership has seemed
determined for several months that if an audit of
the Fed were to get out of Committee, it should
be attached to an overall regulatory reform
package that would actually increase the powers
of the Fed to interfere in our economy.
Congressman Paul's amendment gives the
Government Accountability Office power to
conduct a thorough audit of the Fed's entire $2
trillion balance sheet and replaces the Watt
language that would have further restricted
GAO audits of the Federal Reserve.
While this is a victory over an attempted
hijacking of our cause, the audit authority is still
being rolled into the Financial Stability
Improvement Act, a bill that Campaign for
Liberty will oppose.
Make no mistake, though, the victory today
proved we can get the votes to pass the
thorough, historic audit we've been fighting for
this past year. We have put the Federal Reserve
on notice that the freedom movement is serious
about reclaiming our country and that it is here
to stay.

Let me get this straight...

We're going to pass a health care plan written
by a committee whose chairman says he doesn't
understand it, passed by a Congress that hasn't
read it but exempts themselves from it, to be
Editor’s Note:
signed by a president that also hasn't read it and
who
smokes, with funding administered by a
OK, what’s wrong with this picture? We have
our own people, in military uniforms, on our treasury chief who didn't pay his taxes, all to be
own military bases... and they have been overseen by a surgeon general who is obese, and
disarmed? What idiocy is this? Does this sound financed by a country that's nearly broke.
What could possibly go wrong?
like a sane procedure? They warn us of
“terrorist” threats, and we see and hear of such
U.S. Government Sells out 2nd
things across the globe, and yet we prevent our
own soldiers from being able to defend Amendment and Gun Owners
themselves and their fellow soldiers?
It took an off base police officer to finally
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton just
stop the carnage? Something is seriously wrong announced the Obama Administration would be
with the mental capacity of the powers that be. working hand in glove with the UN to pass a
When will we wake up?
new “Small Arms Treaty.”
Disguised as legislation to help in the fight
Ron Paul's Audit the Fed Amendment against “terrorism,” “insurgency” and
Passes Committee- campaignforliberty.com/ “international crime syndicates,” the UN Small
Arms Treaty is nothing more than a massive,
The House Financial Services Committee GLOBAL gun control scheme.
Ultimately, the UN’s Small Arms Treaty is
earlier today rejected Representative Mel Watt's
attempt to hijack Audit the Fed by voting 43-26 designed to register, ban and CONFISCATE
to pass Ron Paul's amendment to the financial firearms owned by private citizens like YOU.
If passed by the UN and ratified by the U.S.
regulatory reform bill.
It is an incredible testament to the growing Senate, the UN “Small Arms Treaty” would
power of the liberty movement that we were able almost certainly FORCE national governments

VACCINATIONS - Special Guest: Dr. Sherry Tenpenny
Get more facts on this scam on audio. Topics include:
• Vaccines Contain Animal Cells - Foreign Proteins That Can Disrupt the
Immune System
•
How Vaccines Really Work in the Body - Do They Confer Immunity?
•
Are Vaccines Proven Safe and Effective? The Answer May Surprise You
•
Vaccine Additives Include: Mercury, Aluminum, Squalene - All Have Potential
Adverse Effects
•
Tips on How to Protect Yourself and Your Family with Natural Medicine
Go to http://www.divshare.com/download/9334781-5c9 for the 15 minute audio
discussion you NEED to hear! (give it several seconds to load once you click the arrow).
Editor’s Note:
Keep in mind... the vaccinations actually cause the spreading of the virus through
human propagation... YOU are an incubator for this virus if you take the vaccination!
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to:
*** Enact tougher licensing requirements,
making law-abiding citizens cut through even
more bureaucratic red tape just to own a firearm
legally;
*** CONFISCATE and DESTROY ALL
“unauthorized” civilian firearms (all firearms
owned by the government are excluded, of
course);
*** BAN the trade, sale and private ownership
of ALL semi-automatic weapons;
*** Create an INTERNATIONAL gun
registry, setting the stage for full-scale gun
CONFISCATION.
http://www.nationalgunrights.org/

S1619 - Liveable Communities Act...
Federal Control of Your Entire Lives.
Imaging Low income housing as provided by
the States, married to the Federal Government,
and what do we have? We get the total control
over where we live, how we live, and we get
wrapped into the federal jurisdiction fraud (see
“Who or What is the United States,” P. 4) being
further perpetrated by this government..

Fed Beaten: Bill To Audit Federal
Reserve Passes Key Hurdle
In an unprecedented defeat for the Federal
Reserve, an amendment to audit the multitrillion dollar institution was approved by the
House Finance Committee with an
overwhelming and bipartisan 43-26 vote
despite harried last-minute lobbying from top
Fed officials and the surprise opposition of
Chairman Barney Frank (D-Mass.), who had
previously been a supporter.
The measure, cosponsored by Reps. Ron Paul
(R-Texas) and Alan Grayson (D-Fla.),
authorizes the Government Accountability
Office to conduct a wide-ranging audit of the
Fed's opaque deals with foreign central banks
and major U.S. financial institutions. The Fed
has never had a real audit in its history and little
is known of what it does with the trillions of
dollars at its disposal.
http://www.huffingtonpost.com

Davy Crockett - NO Welfare!
When Davy Crockett was a congressman, a
bill was brought before the Congress to help a
widow of an American war hero because she was
totally indigent (poor). Davy...said, "I will,
under no circumstances, vote money from the
taxpayers of America to help this lady. It is not
See News Briefs, Page 21

This
means
every
vaccination is a means to not
only reproduce the virus, but
spread it unknowingly to
others in the 1-2 weeks
before any symptoms show
up.
Those who receive it...
grow it... and then it spreads.
Those who receive the
vaccination... are in far worse
shape... they have mercury
and squaline now in their
bodies, and are simply waiting for the side effects to trigger later on...
And don’t worry about the reported “mutations...” The same vaccination will work
even on the mutated virus, says the CDC. What a miracle of science... one vaccination
for all, despite scientific impossibilities for this to happen. Their lies are catching up to
them, and hopefully people are educating themselves on the facts. It is about your life!
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COMMUNITY NEWS

The Archuleta County Law Club

The Law Club meets every other Monday evening. The next Law Club
meeting will be Monday, January 11, 2010 at the Mountain Christian
Fellowship in Aspen Springs, just off 160, at 6:30. Call 903-5325 if you
need directions.

The Archuleta County Guard (ACG)
Next Archuleta County Guard meeting will be Monday, January 11,
6:30 at the same location as the Law Club meeting.

LaPlata County Guard (LCG)
LaPlata County citizens who want to learn about the Constitution, law,
proper legal actions, how to defend yourself against court abuse or how to
bring charges yourself against criminal actions, you NEED the Guard.
Contact Ron Tate at 883-2442, or email him at rontateco@gmail.com.

Citizens: Request a Grand Jury Formation!
If you know of criminal or unconstitutional activities, Due Process right
violations, oppressive law enforcement or county governments, or any other
questionable activity in your county, then you should demand this Grand
Jury and begin presenting evidence, and have them begin investigations
into activities in your area.
The Archuleta County Guard, and Pagosa Law Club are providing
documents for any citizen who wishes to join in the fight to restore our
freedoms and to curb corruption and criminal activities in your area. This
will be a request for a Grand Jury to be formed, and should be sent to Judge
Gregory Lyman, District DA Todd Risberg, Sheriff Pete Gonzalez for
Archuleta County and Sheriff Duke Schirard for LaPlata County, or their
counterparts in any other county.
Simply go to http://southwestfreepress.com/resource-library.html and
look for “Grand Jury documents,” and open or save them to your computer.
These are for Archuleta and LaPlata county officials, so if you are from
another county, customize them for your people. No computer? Call us
and we’ll get them to you. This is an easy step to support your rights.
This is an official request for a Grand Jury, and for our elected officials
who swore an oath to defend our rights to show they support the public
and their freedoms.
If this request is denied, we will take the next step to hold our public
servants accountable. Please download these documents, and customize
them if need be, but get these out and send them in, NOW!

"Facts do not cease to exist because they are ignored." -- Aldous Huxley
"Two things are infinite: the universe and human stupidity; and I'm not sure about the
universe." Albert Einstein
"As an American I am not so shocked that Obama was given the Nobel Peace Prize
without any accomplishments to his name, but that America gave him the White House
based on the same credentials." Newt Gingrich
In response to the opposition to Obama requiring military personnel having to carry
their own health insurance...
“Look, it's an all volunteer force. Nobody made these guys go to war. They had to have
known and accepted the risks. Now they whine about bearing the costs of their choice?
It doesn't compute. I thought these were people who were proud to sacrifice for their
country. I wasn't asking for blood, just money. With the country facing the worst
financial crisis in its history, I'd have thought that the patriotic thing to do would be to
try to help reduce the nation's deficit. I guess I underestimated the selfishness of some
of my fellow (sic) Americans." (And just who did the most to create the “worst
financial crisis ” in our history, and he has the audacity/arrogance to say such things?)

Cortez 912 Project
All those interested in restoring our Constitution and taking back our
country are welcome to attend meetings the first and third Monday’s of the
month at the Elk’s Lodge North of town on Hwy 145, at 7PM. Next
Meeting will be January 4th.

4-Corner Liberty Restoration Group
We are having very interesting speakers talk about the issues that are
going to impact us for generations to come. Next meeting is Dec. 28th,
6:30 at the Church of Christ in Bayfield off of Hwy 160. Call 769-3087

San Luis Valley, CO
All those in the Valley, primarily Del Norte, Monte Vista and Southfork areas
who would like to begin building a network of like-minded people, and ways to
begin taking steps to take the county and Country back, please Call 719-754-

1931 for more information!

Colorado Springs, CO
All those who live in the Colorado Springs, CO area are invited to join
forces and begin a freedom group to take steps locally to retake our
county and Country. If you are such a person, please call 719-322-8671,
after 6pm. If not you, WHO? If not now, WHEN?
December 18, 2009
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Fort Hood Mystery
By Michael Gaddy, LewRockwell.com

them. Yeah, right. If red flags were in fact raised months ago, why did the
Army do nothing? Going back to the 9/11 paradigm, we see the same
evidence exhibited: the state had prior warnings but did not act on them.
This proves unequivocally the government is either incompetent or
complicit in both events. Yet, the state would have us all unarmed and
depending on them for protection.
President Obama pledged, "to get answers to every single question
about this event" but he also promised an end to signing statements, a
transparent government, no more torture of detainees, and many more lies.
There has been speculation on the Internet that the shooting could
have been a revolt against the Army from soldiers faced with stop-loss and
multiple combat tours to Iraq and Afghanistan. While there is no evidence
to support this theory, there is also no evidence to support the official
Army version of events. Suicides among military personnel and veterans
are at alarming levels, yet the Department of Defense does more to hide
these facts than it does to deal with them.
The last thing the state can let happen is an awakening by its
enforcement arm (military and LE) that they are nothing but tools of
oppression and in fact, slaves to the monster they serve. While the military
is trained and encouraged to kill and bomb in the name of the state, they
are forbidden the means of protection for themselves and their loved ones
once they are outside the killing zones designated by the state.
All is not normal inside the military community. This is not just seen
in our military, instruments of oppression in other countries are revolting
as well.
While it is doubtful we will ever learn the truth of exactly what
happened at Fort Hood, we know with a degree of certainty the truth will
never be revealed by the Army or the media. Could this have been a false
flag event to divert the attention of the American public from the debates
and planned demonstrations against the health care fiasco? Could it have
simply been another MK Ultra event to further demonize the anti-war
element in this country and to lay another crime at the current villain du
jour: Muslims? Could there be a connection between this alleged shooter
and his fellow Virginia Tech shooter Seung Hui Cho, other than an
oblique reference to Cho having a Muslim influence?
One must always ask this question when faced with a story that is
issued and controlled by the State: Cui Bono? Wonderful is it not the state
is empowered with the unique ability to investigate its own lies and the
power of the media and academia to demonize any who would question
its veracity, and the support of Boobus, whose livelihood depends on the
state's power to redistribute the wealth of the nation from producers to
parasites.

The facts as presented by the Army and the media reference the
shooting at Fort Hood just don't compute. While I routinely dismiss any
"facts" disseminated by the Army and the state's propaganda wing,
sometimes referred to as the mainstream media, (MSM) there are some
glaring inconsistencies in what has been reported about this tragedy.
First is the report the perpetrator was dead and then hours later the
revelation that he was still alive. Exactly how long does it take to
determine if a person is dead or alive? Could it be no one knew whom the
shooter or shooters were and a story had to be concocted for public
consumption? What happened to the two other "suspects" that were
detained? What did they do to qualify as suspects and more importantly,
what information surfaced that led to their release? One of the suspects
reportedly stated he "was with the shooter."
Second is the number of victims from a single shooter. Let us not
forget this shooting did not occur at the mall, it occurred on a military
installation where the victims had been trained in military tactics and
some were combat veterans. We are to believe they did nothing to stop a
single shooter and he was allowed to reload several times and continue
shooting and the only thing that stopped him was the arrival of a police
officer after the gunman had gunned down over 40 people?
And how so very convenient for the state, a perpetrator who was both
anti-war and a Muslim; just doesn't get any better than that. Could this be
an example of following the philosophy of Rahm Emanuel on dealing
with a crisis?
Third was the shutting down of communications in and around Ft.
Hood for hours. While the Army and the media will explain this in
various scenarios, it also provided the Army with a chance to create
whatever story it was they wanted to provide the public on the terrible
tragedy. Of course we all know the Army would never distort or lie about
the facts involving the deaths of innocents. Well, there is that My Lai
thing. People on the ground have told me cell phone towers were jammed
to prevent unauthorized dissemination of information after the shooting.
Again, the Army would not want any information contrary to the
company line emerging from this disaster.
All too convenient for the Army was the rapid release of negative
information related to the alleged shooter. It was said he received a
negative evaluation report and that he had caused "red flags" to be raised
some months ago concerning emails. Do we know anything this detailed
about the "suspects" who were released? The caveat was added that it was
unclear as to whether the suspect was the author of those emails. So, Michael Gaddy, an Army veteran of Vietnam, Grenada, and Beirut, lives
months ago, alarms were raised about emails the suspect might have sent, in the Four Corners area of the American Southwest.
yet, in all those months the Army has been unable to determine who wrote

Judge dismisses California
eligibility challenge - Plaintiffs
promise appeal of ruling protecting Obama
Bob Unruh - wnd.com
A California judge has dismissed a complaint
challenging President Obama's eligibility to be
president citing the "birth certificate from the
state of Hawaii" that apparently refers to an
Internet image of a "Certification of Live Birth"
released during Obama's campaign.
The ruling came this morning (Oct 29) from
Judge David Carter who as WND reported last
night apparently recently hired a law clerk out of
the law firm that has been paid nearly $1.7

million to defend Obama from eligibility
challenges.
A Wikipedia page has been cited by dozens
of bloggers after it listed Siddharth Velamoor as
one of the newest law clerks for Carter – who
today released his ruling dismissing the
complaint in the Barnett v. Obama case in the
Central District, Southern Division Court in
Santa Ana, Calif. Velamoor is also listed in the
Martindale lawyer database as an associate of
international law firm Perkins Coie, the same
law firm of Robert Bauer – top lawyer for
Obama, Obama's presidential campaign, the
Democratic National Committee and Obama's
Organizing for America – and the same
Washington, D.C., lawyer who defended

"We are in a process of developing a whole series of techniques
which will enable the controlling oligarchy to get people to
actually love their servitude. A really efficient totalitarian state
would be one in which the all-powerful executive of political
bosses and their army of managers control a population of slaves
who do not have to be coerced, because they love their servitude.
To make them love it is the task assigned, in present-day
totalitarian states, to ministries of propaganda, newspaper
editors, and school teachers…..The greatest triumphs of
propaganda have been accomplished, not by doing something,
but by refraining from doing. Great is truth, but still greater, from
a practical point of view, is silence about truth." Aldous Huxley
(Author for the Illuminati, and the book “Brave New World.)
December 18, 2009
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President Obama in lawsuits challenging his
eligibility to be president.
As WND has reported, Federal Election
Commission records for "Obama for America"
show that the lobby organization has paid
Perkins Coie $1,666,397.01 since the 2008
election.
Editor’s Note:
Nothing corrupt or evil here, is there?
Nothing taking place in the dark... Lies and
deceptions.. a national security threat!!!

Denver, CO
bil lb oard...
like so many
o t h e r s
popping up
all
over...
America is
waking up!
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BREAKTHROUGH BUILDS NEW SECURITY FOR AMERICA
EVERY MAN A MONITOR - by Steve Jones
Getting out from under the Feds - Personal Empowerment
Do you remember the days when computers were built and run by an
elite core of eggheads at astronomical cost? Finally the cost and ease of
use made it possible for children to own and operate their own computers.
Up until recently radiation monitoring for dirty bombs or nuclear
terrorist attack, even all-out nuclear war was a cumbersome, expensive task
for Emergency Managers and first responders. So much so that
monitoring is generally left to a few elite federal and state teams that
would fly in to a disaster area. Much the same way they did for Katrina.
In other words they would be useless in an attack involving multiple
detonations. Our country’s old radiation defense consisted of about five
million instruments dispensed to every city and town in the country.
Every fire truck used to carry a set of these instruments.
They were expensive and required costly maintenance . Training was
equally difficult because it was quickly forgotten. Annual re-training
sessions were required.
Using the rad meter itself required at least three people. There was a
meter “reader” followed by an “interpreter” of the reading followed by a
“decision maker” who gave orders based on the interpretation.
The program was scrapped in 1993 along with most of the five million
meters. It was not replaced. The rad meters were removed from all fire
departments leaving our first responders and the public defenseless against
radiological attack/
Up until now our country has been defenseless against a large scale
radiological attack such as a terrorist nuke. A technological
breakthrough came in November of 2009.
It’s a radiation meter the same size as a credit card. It is simple
enough to use by a child. It can be used again and again. It needs no
batteries or maintenance. It’s always on. It’s highly accurate and reliable.
It responds instantly to radiation with an accuracy of +or- 20%. It was
Letters, from Page 14
information the basis upon which we make our
voting decisions. If we can change the way
things are done in La Plata County, we can have
an effect on politics in Washington, but if we
can't do it here, it is absurd to think a change to
focusing on the needs of Americans can be
forced on Washington.
I was man who answered the call of
President Kennedy, ask not what your country
can do for you, ask what you can do for your
country. The time has now come for our
governments to serve the people, the people have
served the government long enough, it is
curiously characteristic of our government staff
that those in power have not actually served
their country personally. They have acquired an
attitude of elevated self worth and conduct
themselves as though they are above the laws
they create and the rest of us abide by.

GOP Still Part of the Problem

Colorado GOP is trying to cram Scott
McInnis for governor down our throats
although he's one of the worst RINOs. They
want him because he's got name recognition, not
because he's a principled conservative, because
he's not a principled conservative. He campaigns
like a conservative and votes like a liberal.
Colorado GOP apparently doesn't care. We can
change their attitude if they see a ground swell
for Dan Maes, the only real conservative
running. This is just a poll, but we need to force
Colo GOP to realize we won't settle for another
liberal. We need to convince them that if they
run McInnis, we conservatives will sit on our
hands for election '10 and force him to
lose.Remember this is just a poll. You are free to
vote any way you want come election day.
Roger Hazelwood
Cortez, CO
Your newspaper is very enlightening. Keep up
the good work. I live on the outskirts of a little

The 4-Corners Liberty Restoration Group
Come meet with like minded American's
trying to take their government back. Meetings
are held twice a month in Bayfield. Please call
(970) 884-9644 for time & place.
Also Nov. 21st, “The Making of America,” a constitutional
seminar will put on by National Center for Constitutional
Studies. Cleon Skousen was the founder of this organization.
$15 per person; Family, or 3 or more, is $35.
Sessions include: Morning - “The Perfect Plan of Liberty,”
and Afternoon - “Developing America's Great Success
Formula.” For more info please contact Wendy Cox (970) 7693087.
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developed with government grant money and is Department of
Homeland Security approved technology. Hundreds of thousands can be
made in a few months and the retail cost is about ten dollars. The idea is
that first responders and essential workers keep theses rad monitors on
them in their wallets permanently. Then if there is a radiological attack
all they have to do is reach into their pocket for the monitor.
Because the monitor works by changing colors to indicate radiation
levels it is still a secondary instrument and is not intended for use in place
of a proper alarming instrument. Only trouble is, not enough proper
meters are available. So for most jurisdiction this credit card size meter
will likely be the only instrument they have. It’s better than nothing. And
can do the job.
The public too can use these meter cards to both tell what levels are and
to keep a record of the total amount of radiation they have received.
Now the challenge is to alert Emergency Managers, first responders
and the public that these rad monitors are available.
The homeland security applications of this new monitor are enormous.
It will allow whole communities to survive and function that otherwise
would not. If widely used they could prevent most serious radiation
casualties. Above all they would prevent panic. Panic would shut down
trucking, food supplies, electricity and communication. With these
monitors truckers and all essential workers will be able to remain at their
stations with confidence. If they must shelter from radiation the meters
will prevent them from sheltering too long, delaying rescue and recovery
work.
Right now our nation is defenseless against large scale radiological
attack. These new meters can change that in a matter of weeks if they are
embraced by Emergency Managers and the public.
Most important of all you will not have to rely on some incompetent
federal bureaucrat in Washington know if your in danger or when it’s safe
to get back to work.
town called Olathe. It is between Montrose and
Delta. My husband Tom and I presented an idea
for a resolution in Gunnison and had the
pleasure of meeting William Wallace. He gave
us several copies of your newspapers that I have
shared with others. He then came(hitchhiked)
and helped Tom put some edits into the
resolution our group has been working on.
I have shared a time line with William of our
plans here in Montrose and Delta counties. If
you
will
go
to
http://www.bordc.org/detail.php?id=702, you
will see a senate joint resolution 05-044 that was
passed on 05/09/05 that we feel will help us in
our endeavors. Especially pay close attention to
paragraph 2.
I feel we need to educate the citizens as to
what is happening in our country and there isn't
one area of government that isn't corrupted.
Traffic tickets is just one little tip of the iceberg.
Barbara Hulet
Olathe, CO

AIDS Not caused by HIV Virus - Jeff Maehr
Data beginning to surface after years of suppression is revealing that
AIDS is NOT caused by the HIV virus, but, instead, is caused by
chemical exposure, chemotherapy treatments for AIDS, and casual drug
use. Dr. Peter Duesberg, from the University of California, a renowned
viralogist with over 30 years experience in retrovirus research says it is all
wrong, and that this belief system is not only missing the cause of AIDS,
but is actually responsible for promoting it.
Dr. Duesberg dismantles the prevailing theories in the video
documentary which goes into detail on this topic. Some of his evidence
is that many AIDS patients don’t have the HIV virus, and many people
who DO have the HIV virus DON’T have AIDS.
The link is to cellular and even DNA damage being done by
chemicals and “recreational” drug use. AZT, once banned as unfit for
human use, is the treatment of choice. It costs $5.00 to make a 1 month
supply, but sells for $500.
Source: http://www.archive.org/details/aids_scam
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News Briefs, from Page 16
the role of the government to care for the needs of people. And when
the people of this country begin to treat this government like it is
their friend, we shall lose our freedoms." Mr. Crockett died in the
Alamo more than 170 years ago, yet, how pertinent are these words
to our moment in history as we try to "level the playing field", "share
the wealth" and become a socialist nation!!

Lou Dobbs Weighing Senate Run
Following his resignation as a CNN anchor, New Jersey resident
Lou Dobbs is said to be considering a run for the U.S. Senate from
the Garden State.
"The veteran anchor — whose strong views on illegal
immigration, healthcare and job creation propelled him to the top of
the ratings at the cable network — said yesterday he had been
Remember the radio broadcast of War of the Worlds, by H.G. Wells?
approached about getting into politics, but insisted he was still weighing It caused a huge panic where people did everything from evacuate their
his options," the New York Post reported on Nov. 14.
homes and towns, to killing themselves. This was a simple radio show, and
people trusted what they heard on radio. So, let’s jump to modern day...
CDC Swine Flu Propaganda... BAD Science... and lies!
TV... the alphabet soup lamestream media... those who control
information... and what could we get?
What would you do if you heard that hundreds of thousands die from
According to Attkisson’s CBS News study, when you come down with
chills, fever, cough, runny nose, malaise and all those other "flu-like" “swine flu,” or that a “terrorists” cell has taken over... wherever... or that
symptoms, the illness is likely caused by influenza at most 17 percent of “martians” have landed and are destroying our nation? How about a few
the time and as little as 3 percent! The other 83 to 97 percent of the time simple statements meant to create panic... fear.. and obedience?
“Emergency Broadcast System:” “Warning... all citizens are asked to
it's caused by other viruses or bacteria.
So remember that not every illness that appears to be the flu actually is immediately evacuate their homes due to a chemical agent being released.
the flu. In fact, most of the time it's not. Curiously, the CDC still advises Take only what you can carry, and only what is necessary for life and
those who were told they had 2009 H1N1 (and therefore should be safety.” Wow... how easy to get you out of your home and into the
immune to getting it again) to get vaccinated unless they had lab concentration camps... “for your protection.”
What other “broadcast would you fall for... or believe... is a genuine
confirmation.
But because very few people have actually had a lab-confirmed case of emergency? How do you distinguish between the real and the fraud? You
H1N1 (and in most cases those people told they had swine flu probably MUST know the facts, and the agenda, of those who would enslave you.
did not), this means nearly everyone is still being advised to get the swine Fear is their ultimate weapon of control and manipulation.
Do you know what is happening with your life, your finances, your
flu vaccine.
Attkisson has been one of the few to speak out against this flawed freedom... YOUR FUTURE?
Wake Up America... Connect with like-minded people... we can’t
system and point out the serious ramifications that come when a public
make it on our own.
health agency is secretive about their health data.
Across the country, state by state, they were testing [for H1N1] until
CDC told them not to bother. They were testing, in general, the cases
Obama Orders 1 Million US Troops To “Prepare For Civil
most likely to be believed to have been swine flu based on a doctor’s War” - Sorcha Faal
diagnosis of symptoms and risk factors such as travel to Mexico.
These special cases were going to state labs for absolute confirmation
Russian Military Analysts are reporting to Prime Minister Putin today
with the best test -- not the so-called “rapid testing,” but the real that US President Barack Obama has issued orders to his Northern
confirmation test.
Command’s (USNORTHCOM) top leader, US Air Force General Gene
Of those presumed likely swine flu cases out of approximately every Renuart, to “begin immediately” increasing his military forces to 1 million
hundred of what was tested, only a small fraction were actually swine flu. troops by January 30, 2010, in what these reports warn is an expected
In every instance, perhaps the biggest number of cases that were swine flu outbreak of civil war within the United States before the end of winter.
was something like 30%. The smallest number was something like 2% or
According to these reports, Obama has had over these past weeks
3%.
“numerous” meetings with his war council about how best to manage the
Maybe there’s one state where it was just 1%.
expected implosion of his Nations banking system while at the same time
The point is, of the vast majority of the presumed swine flu cases attempting to keep the United States military hegemony over the World
recognized by trained physicians, the vast majority were not flu at all. They in what Russian Military Analysts state is a “last ditch gambit” whose
weren’t swine flu or regular flu; they were some other sort of upper success is “far from certain.”
respiratory infection.”
To the scariest “end game” maneuvers being made by Obama, in his
Full
article
can
be
found
at: attempt to protect Americas Global hegemony, is his record shattering
http://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2009/11/24/Superstar- move in plunging the United States $3.5 Trillion further into debt, and
CBS-Reporter-Blows-the-Lid-Off-the-Swine-Flu-Media-Hype-and- which raises the total amount owed by the United States, to its citizens
Hysteria.aspx
and the World, to the unprecedented height of over $106 Trillion.
So alarming has Obama’s actions become (especially since they are

War of the Worlds - or... how we can trick you into believing being imitated by all of the Western powers) that the managing-director
whatever we want you to believe...
of the International Monetary Fund (IMF), Dominique Strauss-Kahn,

Trading Post Repair
Performance for the Mountains
ATV, Snowmobile and Small
Engine Repair
9974 West Highway 160
Pagosa Springs, CO 81147
7 miles west of Pagosa Springs
(970) 731 2622
Cell (970) 946-1015
hmp700@yahoo.com
December 18, 2009

Fine Tuned. . .
Ready to Roll. . .
Don’t waste your
precious time with
breakdowns!
Get it right. . .

the first time!

warned this past week that the “stimulus actions” of the West (which in
essence is nothing more than the printing of money with nothing to back
it up) has now become a “threat to democracy” as millions of people are
expected to erupt in violence against their governments over the theft of
their money and their futures.

Farm TV - Locally Grown Foods:
communities!

Security Steps for

With the costs of food rising, and the threat of disruption of supplies,
many communities across the country are focusing on “Food from the
Farm to the Plate.” A new Website called “Meet the Farmer” is devoted
to educating people on locally grown foods and helping communities
establish these systems.
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Tea-party explosion! Movement blasts off
'We're delivering this crowd right to the White House'
By Chelsea Schilling - WorldNetDaily
After marching on Capitol Hill with little
positive response from lawmakers, America's
tea-party movement is now putting President
Obama himself on notice.
The movement is regrouping, planning a
march on the White House and premiering a
new documentary tonight at the Ronald Reagan
Center in Washington, D.C.
FreedomWorks is partnering with the
American Liberty Alliance and several other
groups to launch a massive Tax Day tea party at
the White House Ellipse on April 15, 2010.
"We're delivering this one right to the White
House," Adam Brandon of FreedomWorks said.
"It could spill out over into the Washington
Monument, so it'll be a hell of a visual."
The movie, "Tea Party: The Documentary
Film," produced by Luke Livingston, follows the
nationwide surge of civic engagement from its
beginnings as grass-roots citizens take a stand
against big government. FreedomWorks is
hosting the film's premiere in the nation's
capitol tonight, and several lawmakers are
expected to attend.
FreedomWorks President Matt Kibbe told
WND Livingston attended many of the tea
parties and decided to make a movie about his
experiences with average American citizens who
took time away from their careers and busy lives
to make their voices heard.
"It's from his perspective and the people he
got to know along the way," Kibbe said. "They
were all sort of nonparticipants in the political
process up to that point."
According to the film website, the
documentary follows several citizens, including
Nate, a young black man from Detroit, Mich.,
who voted for Obama.
"Nate voted for Obama because he was so
frustrated with the Bush administration," Kibbe

Resource Page:

explained. "The movie captures his transition
from a voter who was proud to see the first black
president to a man who has buyer's remorse and
becomes an active defender of the Constitution
and limited government." Send Congress a
message – no government health care, or you're
outta there – through WND's exclusive "Send
Congress a Pink Slip" campaign!
Another character, Jack, is a father of two
young children, a little-league baseball coach and
a health-insurance agent who risks losing his job
under current health-care reform. As the film
website explains.
"He is a Democrat turned constitutionalist
and the younger brother of a Vietnam veteran
who is marching for his children and the future
of the America he believes in."
William is described as "patriot renaissance
man, a pastor, colonial re-enactor, painter, poet,
Vietnam veteran, former Pentagon and Secret
Service employee and a man of the march."
"William is a real character," Kibbe said.
"He's a white preacher at a black church who is
also a Revolutionary War re-enactor. You've
probably seen him at some of these things
because he's always dressed in full uniform."
Other characters include Dr. Fred Shessel, a
urologist who is moved to action against "a
government threatening to undermine the
doctor-patient relationship with suffocating
bureaucracy and increased taxpayer spending";
Dave, a 20-something medical student and
former Milan fashion model; and Jenny Beth,
now a national leader in the tea-party movement
who lost a multi-million-dollar business and was
forced into bankruptcy and home foreclosure.
Kibbe said the variety of characters represents
the many types of citizens who've turned out to
tea-party protests across the nation in the last
year.
"I marched in Washington on Sept. 12, and
the range of people – geographically and from

all walks of life – was really quite remarkable," he
said. "I heard two statements again and again: 1)
'I've never done this before,' and 2) 'I have to do
something because our government is out of
control.'"
Kibbe said the mainstream media have blown
it, "missing the story" of the year.
"They want to call the new generation of
activists 'partisan' or 'racist' or 'fake' or whatever
pejorative they can throw at them," he said.
"What they don't understand, and what this
movie really talks about, is that these are real
people who have left the comfort of their homes
and their responsibilities at their jobs to fight big
government."
Tea-party leaders are descending on
Washington for the premiere this evening, and
the event will also feature a panel of speakers,
including FreedomWorks Chairman and former
Rep. Dick Armey; Sen. Jim DeMint, R-S.C.;
Rep. Joe Wilson, R-S.C.; Rep. Marsha
Blackburn, R-Tenn.; and Rep. Tom Price, R-Ga.
"We're talking about the tea-party movement
and the potential political implications of it,"
Kibbe explained. "That's really the question
everybody is asking right now: What does this
mean for November 2010?"
Brandon told WND, "They'll probably be
talking about how the White House, Nancy
Pelosi and Harry Reid thought they were going
to ram health-care reform through months ago.
This movement has just stopped that process."
He continued, "They will also explain that
we're actually winning this debate right now. For
people who don't really understand the ins and
outs, they may just hear that this stuff just keeps
on passing, but there's still a lot of work to pass
this health-care bill. We need to keep turning up
the heat and keep staying involved. We're
actually in a pretty good strategic spot right now
in this debate."

The following are documents on the Southwest Free Press website, or links to other sites that provide detailed information on the various topics

presented. Use these documents to strengthen your knowledge and facts on government, finances and other issues. Opinions are of no use to anyone if not supported by facts
and truth. "In times of universal deceit, telling the truth will be a revolutionary act." - George Orwell. Get back copies of the Southwest Free Press for the facts and resources
you NEED to be informed. (southwestfreepress.com/resource-library.html). You can also “Google” or “YouTube” the various terms for great amounts of information! Please note:
All web addresses online or in the PDF documents in the resource website, are “clickable.” Simply click on them and you will be taken to the proper page!
Global Governance... and you supporting it:
Legal Newsletter: Source for legal information

http://eclipptv.com/viewVideo.php?video_id=8857
Lawmen+subscribe@googlegroups.com

Locally Grown Foods and Farming:
http://www.meetthefarmer.com/
Survival Information:
http://worldnews2005.tripod.com/
UFO/NASA Tether Incident:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T6t3LxeBCQw
UFO, the Bible and Fallen Angels: http://www.southwestfreepress.com/PDF/UFO's and the Bible.pdf
Satan and his Angels:
http://www.southwestfreepress.com/PDF/Satan and his Demons.pdf
Crop Circles - UFO Related Phenomenon:
http://www.viddler.com/explore/SevakMuni/videos/7/
http://www.viddler.com/explore/SevakMuni/videos/8/
Fake Gold Bars:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=42E2fAWM6rA
http://www.financialsense.com/fsu/editorials/willie/2009/1118.html
Muslim Mafia: Inside the Secret Underworld that's Conspiring to Islamize America: Book - A six-month penetration of the
Washington-based Council on American-Islamic Relations that resulted in the collection of thousands of pages of smoking-gun documents from
this terror-supporting front group for the dangerous, mob-like Muslim Brotherhood. This trail of information reveals the seditious and well-funded
efforts of the Brotherhood under the nonprofit guise of CAIR to support the international jihad against the U.S.
United States vs USA Citizenship: Citizenship-and-Jurisdiction-of-the-Federal-Government.pdf
Citizenship and Jurisdiction of the Federal Government-2.pdf
State Language on Jury Nullification:
http://www.southwestfreepress.com/PDF/Jury-state_language_on_jury_nullification.pdf
Jury Handbook:
http://www.southwestfreepress.com/PDF/Jury-Handbook.pdf
JG_If_you_are_called_for_Jury_Duty:
http://www.southwestfreepress.com/PDF/Jury-If_you_are_called_for_Jury_Duty.pdf
If You are Facing Charges: http://www.southwestfreepress.com/PDF/Jury-If_You_are_Facing_Charges.pdf
Fully Informed Jury Association: http://www.fija.org/
Swine Flu Vaccination health Threat Stories:
http://organichealthadviser.com/archives/70-heartbreaking-stories-from-people-who-have-hadtheir-lives-destroyed-by-h1n1-swine-flu-vaccine-side-effects
Swine Flu Information Website:
http://theflucase.com/
Land Use Regulations:
http://www.southwestfreepress.com/PDF/Archuleta County BOCC Land Use Regulations.pdf
Armed Forces to Move Against American Citizens:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XvUh5guvIvU (Search YouTube for next 10 parts)
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UFO’s, from Page 15
fallen angels. Tyrants, bullies. Don’t we see this trend today in leadership
across the planet? Who is the god of this world? Satan, the chief fallen
angel, whose agenda is extinction of all humanity, (and possible
reproduction of his own kind).
2 Tim 3:13 “evil men and impostors will go from bad to worse,
deceiving and being deceived. NIV
Evil is entrenched in Federal, State and Local governments and
“powers.” Lawlessness is becoming a way of life for them. Are they the
results of this evil agenda? Have they been in willful alliance with these
evil powers? Is their very genetic existence corrupted by an outside force,
and are they being controlled by this outside force? Are we ALL being
affected in unforseen ways?

What if all these things added together are leading to an
ultimate conclusion that will rock this world? What if these
fallen ones have been able to perfect their offspring, going from
physical giants, to giant intelligence, giant evil intelligence, and
giant sway over the masses.. a new world order to destroy?

people of every nation submit themselves to this evil power... this “one
world government” and influential leader heading it up?
Rev 17:13 “These are of one mind, and they will give their power and
authority to the beast.”
Rev 13:16 “He causes all , both small and great, rich and poor, free and
slave, to receive a mark on their right hand or on their foreheads, :17 and
that no one may buy or sell except one who has the mark or the name of
the beast, or the number of his name.”
Rev 18:23 “For your merchants were the great men of the earth, for by
your sorcery all the nations were deceived.”
It is obvious economics is part of the picture... greed... and an agenda
that is doing nothing short of establishing an “anti-christ” kingdom for the
purpose of not only fighting the establishment of God’s own kingdom
here on earth, but the destruction of all life on earth:
Matt 24:21 “For then there will be great tribulation, such as has not
been since the beginning of the world until this time, no, nor ever shall be.
:22 And unless those days were shortened, no flesh would be saved (alive);
but for the elect's sake those days will be shortened.”
Can we see the writing on the wall yet? Do we see the clear agenda
being forced upon the world... mostly due to the willing acceptance by
people unwilling to see the truth? And... who are the “elect?” They are
those who will be fighting this evil, turning to the true God of the Bible,
and who will be implementing the ONLY power in the universe that can
allow them to escape what is to come... it is these “elect” who will save this
planet from total destruction because of their relationship (seed and
family) with the true God and His laws and power, but the bulk of
mankind will be destroyed in this Armageddon and time of tribulation
because they ignored the truth and did not stand against the forces of
darkness and evil bringing a cloud down upon this earth.
People often wonder why God destroyed not only humanity, but animal
life as well, with the flood. The answer is rather simple... human and
animal genetics were being polluted and perverted by this fallen group of
beings. The plan? To pollute the human genome so that the Christ could
not come in human flesh because human flesh had been polluted by
satanic seed and genetics.
Satan never gives up, so he has continued with his genetic
manipulation, and is drawing mankind into this plan more and more by
the day. So, what does God expect of us? As has been written about by
many authors in the Free Press, all we must do is turn back to the law...
the Constitution and Bill of Rights, yes, certainly, but especially, back to
God’s laws and word. THAT is where we find not only the law itself, but
HOW to tap into it, and the power, in a way that is in “spirit and truth,”
and not in a deceptive and false “religious” facade being accepted today by
the bulk of Christianity.
Remember, what is unfolding across the planet in the way of a new
world “order” and “one world government” may come in by powerful
force... or it may be ushered in through an even more subtle and deceptive
front that will appear to be of God Himself, and His kingdom...
Matt 24:23 "Then if anyone says to you, 'Look, here is the Christ!' or
'There!' do not believe it. 24 For false christs and false prophets will rise
and show great signs and wonders to deceive, if possible, even the elect.”
The times coming will likely involve a convergence of world shaking
events, such as the revelation of “extra-terrestrials,” use of holographic
technologies, use of UFO technologies to claim that Christ has returned,
“miracles’ being done in God’s name, being “saved” from economic ruin by
someone... and it all will be so convincing, so real, so undeniable... that
Christ stated that it will be possible to deceive some of the very elect
because of it. The key to making it through all this? Simply believe what
you see and hear in warnings around you, and believe the Bible... and apply
it as it is written, in our daily life. There is no other way!

The Free Press revealed that they interviewed several X military
personnel. One specific gentleman interviewed told them flat out that
there were at least 10 underground military bases located within 50 miles
of Pagosa Springs, CO... some of which are involved with genetic
experiments. He was asked point blank... “what about E.T?” He simply
shook his head “yes.” He went on to discuss how he stood right next to
one of these “creatures,” and that there were several types working WITH
certain elements of the government.
It is believed that the government is looking the other way on
abductions and other UFO genetic goings-on, in exchange for
technologies these beings have for space flight, electronics, mind control,
holographs, and even dimensional travel.
Sounds insane, I know. It IS insane, that can’t be argued, but is it
TRUE? Could the human race be the target of a conspiracy so large, so
perverted, so deceptive, and yet so dangerous as to be bringing us to the
brink of global destruction? The Bible says YES.
If these spirit beings of evil are in control of all the world’s major
governments, Satan being the “god of this world,” and seemingly in
control of the lawlessness taking place down to our own counties... then
what are we to do? How do we combat this evil?
People mock the “one world government” and “new world order”
warnings that have been going on for decades, yet what does the evidence
prove? Of course, sexual sins are the greatest single sin humankind is
enslaved by, so is it any wonder that these fallen angels are also involved
with the same thing? However, combine the genetic works being done in
the guise of “benefiting” mankind, the degradation of our environment by
chemicals, and our very genetic potential being destroyed in our own
bodies, and in “terminator seeds” (seeds from these cannot grow other
plants) being introduced to replace seeds that can actually grow more
seeds... and we have a nightmare scenario unfolding as we sleep.
Where is all this leading, and what can we do about it? Once again,
the Bible collaborates the obvious evidence accumulating all around us,
and yet we are in some kind of chemical induced, genetically enhanced
and evil spirit-supported stupor... accepting it all, accepting lawlessness on
virtually every level of human interaction:
Rev 13:3 “And all the world marveled and followed the beast. :4 So
they worshiped the dragon who gave authority to the beast; and they
worshiped the beast, saying,"Who is like the beast? Who is able to make
war with him? :5 And he was given a mouth speaking great things and
blasphemies, and he was given authority to continue for forty-two
months.” :7 “And authority was given him over every tribe, tongue, and
nation.” Why will the bulk of the world fall for this scam? Why would
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Part of this education is a weekly episode aggressive weapon with potential destruction far
called “Meet the Farmer” which provides direct beyond atomic weapons. It is not a radio
information from those farmers and producers frequency wave, it is an entirely different wave
who are actually making a difference in their unknown to most of the world. We believe the
communities. Past shows are archived at transmitters directed at North America are
Russian leased to terrorists.
http://www.meetthefarmer.com/mission
(The Free Press will have more on this topic
COLA increase 0% but Federal
in a future edition).

Employees get 2%...
Scaler Weapons: New form of threats
It is now possible to alter weather, deny
weather, move weather, guide hurricanes, cause
flooding, cause volcanos, cause massive
earthquakes, cause tsunamis, and alter
atmosphere conditions enabling disease to
December 18, 2009

For the first time in history, the Congress will
not allow an increase in the social security
COLA (cost of living adjustment). In fact, The
Henry Kaiser Foundation predicts there may
NOT be any COLA for the next three years.
However, the per person monthly Medicare
insurance premium will be increased from the
2009 premium of $96.40 to $104.20in 2010 and
to $120.20 for the year 2011.
ClimateGate... Global Warming Conspiracy

Just recently approved, a 2% salary increase
for all Federal employees effective January 2010.
1000’s
of
emails
show
apparent
Members of the executive, legislative and judicial environmental Conspiracy. Google for the facts.
branch are due for an automatic pay increase in
January as well. All this on the backs of seniors
who will NOT incur any COLA (Cost of Living
Adjustment) increases for several years.
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